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Bruksanvisning 3403

Egenskaper och funktioner 

Din klocka har egenskaperna och funktionerna som beskrivs nedan.

◊ Världstid ............................................................................  Sida E-20
Se den aktuella tiden omedelbart i 100 städer runtom i världen.

◊ Alarm .................................................................................  Sida E-24
Klockan kan ställas in så att den ger en ljudsignal och blinkar med displaybelysningen eller 
vibrerar när ett förinställt alarm aktiveras.

◊ Stoppur .............................................................................  Sida E-31
Stoppuret mäter tid upp till 1 000 timmar i steg om 1/100-dels sekunder.

◊ Timer .................................................................................  Sida E-34
Timern räknar ner från en förinställd starttid, för att sedan ge en ljudsignal och blinka med 
displaybelysningen eller vibrera när nedräkningen når noll.
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Knappnamn och displayindikationer

Denna klockas funktioner justeras med knapparna A till D och L-knappen. Illustrationen nedan 
visar de olika knapparnas och displayindikatorernas placering och betydelse.
Se ”Funktionslägen” (sida E-12).
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Gratulerar till ditt inköp av denna klocka från CASIO.
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Att testa alarmet .................................................................................................... E-30
Stoppur ................................................................................................................  E-31
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Om denna bruksanvisning

Displaytyper

Beroende på klockmodell visas displaytexten antingen som mörka figurer på ljus bakgrund 
eller ljusa figurer på mörk bakgrund. I denna bruksanvisning visas displayerna med mörka 
figurer på ljus bakgrund.
■ Observera att klockans displaystil är fast. Du kan inte växla mellan olika stilar.
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Observera!
■ Namnen som visas ovan används i knappfunktionernas förklaringar i hela 
bruksanvisningen.
■ Observera att illustrationerna i denna bruksanvisning endast är avsedda som referens. 
Den verkliga klockan kan skilja sig något från illustrationerna.
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Note
 The names shown above are used in the button operation explanations throughout  
this User’s Guide.
 Note that the illustrations in this User’s Guide are intended for reference only. The  
actual watch may appear somewhat different than depicted in the illustrations.
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Button Names and Display Indications

Operations on this watch are performed using buttons A through D, and the L 
button. The illustration below shows the locations and the meanings of the different 
buttons and display indicators.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

Changes with current 
time seconds

Month, day

Changes with current time minutes

Day of the week

(Illuminates display)

PM indicator 
(no display for AM) Hour, minutes, seconds
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About this User’s Guide

Display Types

Depending on the model of your watch, display text appears either as dark fi gures 
on a light background or light fi gures on a dark background. All sample displays in 
this manual are shown using dark fi gures on a light background.

 Note that the display style of a watch is fi xed. You cannot switch between styles. 
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Other Settings ..................................................................................................... E-42
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Features
Your watch provides you with the features and functions described below.

 World Time �  ................................................................................ Page E-20
Instantly view the current time in 100 cities around the globe.

 Alarms �  ........................................................................................ Page E-24
The watch can be confi gured to sound a tone and fl ash its display illumination, or to 
vibrate when a preset alarm time is reached.

 Stopwatch �  .................................................................................. Page E-31
The stopwatch measures elapsed time up to 1000 hours in 1/100-second 
increments.

 Timer �  .......................................................................................... Page E-34
The timer counts down from a preset start time, and the watch sounds a tone and 
fl ashes its display illumination, or it vibrates when the countdown reaches zero.
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Displayindikatorer

Nummer  Namn   Betydelse    Mer info
1  Indikator för automatisk  Automatisk belysning aktiverad. E-48
 belysning PÅ     
2  Vibrationsindikator  Vibrationssignal aktiverad för  E-45
   alarm/timer. 
3  PM-indikator   Indikerar pm-tider vid   E-8
   12-timmarsvisning.  
4  Snoozeindikator  Snoozealarm aktiverat.   E-28

E-10

Funktionslägen

Varje tryck på C växlar mellan funktionerna såsom visas i illustrationen nedan.
 Tidvisningsfunktion Världstidfunktion Alarmfunktion

E-12

Funktionsöversikt

Funktionsläge   Funktioner   Mer info
   ■ Display för aktuell tid  E-12
Tidvisningsfunktion  ■ Tid, datum, sommartidsinställningar;  E-15
   växling mellan 12/24-timmarsvisning
   ■ Timerdisplay  E-39
Världstidfunktion   ■ Aktuell tid i 100 städer (35 tidszoner) E-20 
   runtom i världen.
Alarmfunktion   ■ Alarmtid och på/av-inställningar 
    ■ Timsignal på/av E-24  E-24
Stoppursfunktion   ■ Tidtagning    E-31
Timerfunktion   ■ Starttidsinställningar; nedräkning  E-34
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2. Använd C för att välja inställningen som du vill justera.
Varje tryck på C stegar genom de tillgängliga inställningarna i sekvensen som visas nedan.

3. Använd B och D för att ändra den för tillfället valda inställningen enligt beskrivningen nedan.

Display  Inställning   Tryck
  Tidszon för staden där du ska  Använd B och D. 
  använda klockan   
  
  Sommartid på/av  Tryck D.
  Växling mellan 12-timmarsvisning 
  (12H) och 24-timmarsvisning (24H) Tryck D.
  Återställning av sekunder till 00
   ■ Från 30 till 59 sekunder ökas minutin-
  ställningen med 1 vid nollställning. Tryck D.
  
  Inställning av timmar och minuter Använd B och D.
  
  Inställning av år, månad och dag Använd B och D.

E-18
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Note
 Refer to the “City Name List” (back of this manual) to determine the time zone of 
the city where you will be using the watch.

 Summer time, or Daylight Saving Time (DST) as it is known in some countries,  
calls for setting clocks ahead one hour from standard time during the summer 
season. Note that the period during which and the areas where summer time is 
applied depend on each country. Some countries or geographic areas may not 
use summer time.
 The DST indicator will be on the display and timekeeping will be advanced by  
one hour when summer time is turned on.
 The watch’s Full Auto Calendar automatically makes adjustments in the day  
setting to account for different length months and leap year.

 �  After all the settings are the way you want, press 4  A to return to the 
Timekeeping Mode.
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 �  Use 3  B and D to change the currently selected setting as described below.

Screen Setting Operation
Time zone of the city where you will use 
the watch Use B and D.

Summer time on/off Press D.

12-hour (12H)/24-hour (24H) timekeeping 
switching Press D.

Seconds 00-reset
 From 30 to 59 seconds, resetting adds  
1 to the minute setting.

Press D.

Hour and minutes settings Use B and D.

Year, month, day settings Use B and D.

E-17

Note
 The numbers in the above diagram indicate how many times you need to press 
C to display each setting.

E-16

 �  Use 2  C to select the item whose setting you want to change.
 Each press of C cycles through available settings in the sequence shown below.

Minutes

5
Display illumination 

duration

10

Time Zone
C C C

Summer time

1
12/24-hour 
timekeeping

2

Seconds

3

Hour

4
Alarm/Timer 
alert method

11

Year

6
Operation tone 

on/off

9

Month

7

Day

8

C

C

C

C

C

C

C C C
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Adjusting the Time Setting
Use the procedure below to confi gure the watch’s time and date settings.

Confi guring Current Time and Date Settings

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down 1  A for about two seconds until the time 
zone setting screen appears.

 [SET Hold] will appear on the watch display, 
followed by the time zone setting screen.

Time zone

E-14

Mode Overview

Mode Functions More Info

Timekeeping Mode

 Current time display 
 Time, date, summer time settings; 12/24-hour display  
switching
 Timer display 

E-12
E-15

E-39

World Time Mode  Current time in 100 cities (35 time zones) around  
the globe E-20

Alarm Mode  Alarm time and on/off settings 
 Hourly time signal on/off E-24

Stopwatch Mode  Elapsed time measurement E-31

Timer Mode  Start time settings; countdown E-34

E-13

Stopwatch Mode Timer Mode

E-12

Using Modes
Each press of C cycles between modes as shown in the illustration below.

Timekeeping Mode World Time Mode Alarm Mode

E-11

Number Name Meaning More Info
5 Alarm indicator Alarm is turned on. E-28
6 MUTE indicator Button operation tone disabled. E-43

7 Timer indicator Timer countdown operation in 
progress. E-39

8 DST indicator Summer time enabled (time advanced 
by one hour). E-22

9 Hourly time signal indicator Hourly time signal is turned on. E-28

E-10

Display Indicators

Number Name Meaning More Info
1 Auto Light ON indicator Auto Light enabled. E-48
2 Vibration indicator Vibration alert enabled for alarms/timer. E-45

3 PM indicator Indicates p.m. times during 12-hour 
timekeeping. E-8

4 Snooze indicator Snooze alarm enabled. E-28

Nummer  Namn   Betydelse    Mer info
5  Alarmindikator  Alarm är aktiverat.   E-28

6  MUTE-indikator  Knappljud avaktiverat.   E-43

7  Timerindikator  Timernedräkning pågår.   E-39

8  DST-indikator  Sommartid aktiverad   E-22
   (tiden flyttas fram en timme).  
9  Timsignalindikator  Timsignal är aktiverad.   E-28

E-11

 Stoppursfunktion Timerfunktion

E-13

Att justera tidsinställningen
Följ proceduren nedan för att ändra klockans tids- och datuminställningar.

Inställning av aktuell tid och datum

1. I Tidvisningsfunktionen, tryck och håll inne A i ca två sekunder tills inställningsdisplayen för 
tidszoner visas.

  [SET Hold] visas på klockans display, följt av inställningsdisplayen   
  för tidszoner.

                Tidszon
E-15

Observera!
Siffrorna i diagrammet ovan indikerar hur många gånger du behöver trycka C för att visa varje 
inställning.

E-17

Observera!
Se ”Lista över stadsnamn” (baksidan av denna bruksanvisning) för att avgöra tidszonen för 
staden där du ska använda klockan.
■ Sommartid, eller DST (Daylight Saving Time) som det även kallas i vissa länder, innebär att 
klockan ställs fram en timme från standardtiden under sommarsäsongen. Observera att perio-
den som sommartiden varar och områdena där den tillämpas beror på varje enskilt land. Vissa 
länder och geografiska områden använder inte sommartid.
■ DST-indikatorn visas på displayen och tidvisningen flyttas fram en timme när sommartiden är 
aktiverad.
■ Klockans interna helautomatiska kalender tar med månadernas olika antal dagar och skottår i 
beräkningen vid justering av datum.

4. När du har utfört alla önskade inställningar trycker du A för att återgå till Tidvisnings-
funktionen.
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Note
 Refer to the “City Name List” (back of this manual) to determine the time zone of 
the city where you will be using the watch.
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use summer time.
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C
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Time zone
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Mode Overview

Mode Functions More Info

Timekeeping Mode

 Current time display 
 Time, date, summer time settings; 12/24-hour display  
switching
 Timer display 

E-12
E-15

E-39

World Time Mode  Current time in 100 cities (35 time zones) around  
the globe E-20

Alarm Mode  Alarm time and on/off settings 
 Hourly time signal on/off E-24

Stopwatch Mode  Elapsed time measurement E-31

Timer Mode  Start time settings; countdown E-34
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Stopwatch Mode Timer Mode
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Using Modes
Each press of C cycles between modes as shown in the illustration below.

Timekeeping Mode World Time Mode Alarm Mode

E-11

Number Name Meaning More Info
5 Alarm indicator Alarm is turned on. E-28
6 MUTE indicator Button operation tone disabled. E-43

7 Timer indicator Timer countdown operation in 
progress. E-39

8 DST indicator Summer time enabled (time advanced 
by one hour). E-22

9 Hourly time signal indicator Hourly time signal is turned on. E-28

E-10

Display Indicators

Number Name Meaning More Info
1 Auto Light ON indicator Auto Light enabled. E-48
2 Vibration indicator Vibration alert enabled for alarms/timer. E-45

3 PM indicator Indicates p.m. times during 12-hour 
timekeeping. E-8

4 Snooze indicator Snooze alarm enabled. E-28
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progress. E-39

8 DST indicator Summer time enabled (time advanced 
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Display Indicators

Number Name Meaning More Info
1 Auto Light ON indicator Auto Light enabled. E-48
2 Vibration indicator Vibration alert enabled for alarms/timer. E-45

3 PM indicator Indicates p.m. times during 12-hour 
timekeeping. E-8

4 Snooze indicator Snooze alarm enabled. E-28
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1 to the minute setting.

Press D.

Hour and minutes settings Use B and D.

Year, month, day settings Use B and D.

E-17

Note
 The numbers in the above diagram indicate how many times you need to press 
C to display each setting.

E-16

 �  Use 2  C to select the item whose setting you want to change.
 Each press of C cycles through available settings in the sequence shown below.
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Adjusting the Time Setting
Use the procedure below to confi gure the watch’s time and date settings.

Confi guring Current Time and Date Settings

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down 1  A for about two seconds until the time 
zone setting screen appears.

 [SET Hold] will appear on the watch display, 
followed by the time zone setting screen.

Time zone

E-14

Mode Overview

Mode Functions More Info

Timekeeping Mode

 Current time display 
 Time, date, summer time settings; 12/24-hour display  
switching
 Timer display 

E-12
E-15

E-39

World Time Mode  Current time in 100 cities (35 time zones) around  
the globe E-20

Alarm Mode  Alarm time and on/off settings 
 Hourly time signal on/off E-24

Stopwatch Mode  Elapsed time measurement E-31

Timer Mode  Start time settings; countdown E-34

E-13

Stopwatch Mode Timer Mode

E-12

Using Modes
Each press of C cycles between modes as shown in the illustration below.

Timekeeping Mode World Time Mode Alarm Mode

E-11

Number Name Meaning More Info
5 Alarm indicator Alarm is turned on. E-28
6 MUTE indicator Button operation tone disabled. E-43

7 Timer indicator Timer countdown operation in 
progress. E-39

8 DST indicator Summer time enabled (time advanced 
by one hour). E-22

9 Hourly time signal indicator Hourly time signal is turned on. E-28

E-10

Display Indicators

Number Name Meaning More Info
1 Auto Light ON indicator Auto Light enabled. E-48
2 Vibration indicator Vibration alert enabled for alarms/timer. E-45

3 PM indicator Indicates p.m. times during 12-hour 
timekeeping. E-8

4 Snooze indicator Snooze alarm enabled. E-28
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Note
 Refer to the “City Name List” (back of this manual) to determine the time zone of 
the city where you will be using the watch.

 Summer time, or Daylight Saving Time (DST) as it is known in some countries,  
calls for setting clocks ahead one hour from standard time during the summer 
season. Note that the period during which and the areas where summer time is 
applied depend on each country. Some countries or geographic areas may not 
use summer time.
 The DST indicator will be on the display and timekeeping will be advanced by  
one hour when summer time is turned on.
 The watch’s Full Auto Calendar automatically makes adjustments in the day  
setting to account for different length months and leap year.

 �  After all the settings are the way you want, press 4  A to return to the 
Timekeeping Mode.

E-18

 �  Use 3  B and D to change the currently selected setting as described below.

Screen Setting Operation
Time zone of the city where you will use 
the watch Use B and D.

Summer time on/off Press D.

12-hour (12H)/24-hour (24H) timekeeping 
switching Press D.

Seconds 00-reset
 From 30 to 59 seconds, resetting adds  
1 to the minute setting.

Press D.

Hour and minutes settings Use B and D.

Year, month, day settings Use B and D.

E-17

Note
 The numbers in the above diagram indicate how many times you need to press 
C to display each setting.
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 �  Use 2  C to select the item whose setting you want to change.
 Each press of C cycles through available settings in the sequence shown below.
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Adjusting the Time Setting
Use the procedure below to confi gure the watch’s time and date settings.

Confi guring Current Time and Date Settings

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down 1  A for about two seconds until the time 
zone setting screen appears.

 [SET Hold] will appear on the watch display, 
followed by the time zone setting screen.

Time zone

E-14

Mode Overview

Mode Functions More Info

Timekeeping Mode

 Current time display 
 Time, date, summer time settings; 12/24-hour display  
switching
 Timer display 

E-12
E-15

E-39

World Time Mode  Current time in 100 cities (35 time zones) around  
the globe E-20

Alarm Mode  Alarm time and on/off settings 
 Hourly time signal on/off E-24

Stopwatch Mode  Elapsed time measurement E-31

Timer Mode  Start time settings; countdown E-34

E-13

Stopwatch Mode Timer Mode

E-12

Using Modes
Each press of C cycles between modes as shown in the illustration below.

Timekeeping Mode World Time Mode Alarm Mode

E-11

Number Name Meaning More Info
5 Alarm indicator Alarm is turned on. E-28
6 MUTE indicator Button operation tone disabled. E-43

7 Timer indicator Timer countdown operation in 
progress. E-39

8 DST indicator Summer time enabled (time advanced 
by one hour). E-22

9 Hourly time signal indicator Hourly time signal is turned on. E-28

E-10

Display Indicators

Number Name Meaning More Info
1 Auto Light ON indicator Auto Light enabled. E-48
2 Vibration indicator Vibration alert enabled for alarms/timer. E-45

3 PM indicator Indicates p.m. times during 12-hour 
timekeeping. E-8

4 Snooze indicator Snooze alarm enabled. E-28
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Note
 Refer to the “City Name List” (back of this manual) to determine the time zone of 
the city where you will be using the watch.

 Summer time, or Daylight Saving Time (DST) as it is known in some countries,  
calls for setting clocks ahead one hour from standard time during the summer 
season. Note that the period during which and the areas where summer time is 
applied depend on each country. Some countries or geographic areas may not 
use summer time.
 The DST indicator will be on the display and timekeeping will be advanced by  
one hour when summer time is turned on.
 The watch’s Full Auto Calendar automatically makes adjustments in the day  
setting to account for different length months and leap year.

 �  After all the settings are the way you want, press 4  A to return to the 
Timekeeping Mode.

E-18

 �  Use 3  B and D to change the currently selected setting as described below.

Screen Setting Operation
Time zone of the city where you will use 
the watch Use B and D.

Summer time on/off Press D.

12-hour (12H)/24-hour (24H) timekeeping 
switching Press D.

Seconds 00-reset
 From 30 to 59 seconds, resetting adds  
1 to the minute setting.

Press D.

Hour and minutes settings Use B and D.

Year, month, day settings Use B and D.

E-17

Note
 The numbers in the above diagram indicate how many times you need to press 
C to display each setting.
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 �  Use 2  C to select the item whose setting you want to change.
 Each press of C cycles through available settings in the sequence shown below.
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Adjusting the Time Setting
Use the procedure below to confi gure the watch’s time and date settings.

Confi guring Current Time and Date Settings

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down 1  A for about two seconds until the time 
zone setting screen appears.

 [SET Hold] will appear on the watch display, 
followed by the time zone setting screen.

Time zone

E-14

Mode Overview

Mode Functions More Info

Timekeeping Mode

 Current time display 
 Time, date, summer time settings; 12/24-hour display  
switching
 Timer display 

E-12
E-15

E-39

World Time Mode  Current time in 100 cities (35 time zones) around  
the globe E-20

Alarm Mode  Alarm time and on/off settings 
 Hourly time signal on/off E-24

Stopwatch Mode  Elapsed time measurement E-31

Timer Mode  Start time settings; countdown E-34

E-13

Stopwatch Mode Timer Mode

E-12

Using Modes
Each press of C cycles between modes as shown in the illustration below.

Timekeeping Mode World Time Mode Alarm Mode

E-11

Number Name Meaning More Info
5 Alarm indicator Alarm is turned on. E-28
6 MUTE indicator Button operation tone disabled. E-43

7 Timer indicator Timer countdown operation in 
progress. E-39

8 DST indicator Summer time enabled (time advanced 
by one hour). E-22

9 Hourly time signal indicator Hourly time signal is turned on. E-28

E-10

Display Indicators

Number Name Meaning More Info
1 Auto Light ON indicator Auto Light enabled. E-48
2 Vibration indicator Vibration alert enabled for alarms/timer. E-45

3 PM indicator Indicates p.m. times during 12-hour 
timekeeping. E-8

4 Snooze indicator Snooze alarm enabled. E-28
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Note
 Refer to the “City Name List” (back of this manual) to determine the time zone of 
the city where you will be using the watch.

 Summer time, or Daylight Saving Time (DST) as it is known in some countries,  
calls for setting clocks ahead one hour from standard time during the summer 
season. Note that the period during which and the areas where summer time is 
applied depend on each country. Some countries or geographic areas may not 
use summer time.
 The DST indicator will be on the display and timekeeping will be advanced by  
one hour when summer time is turned on.
 The watch’s Full Auto Calendar automatically makes adjustments in the day  
setting to account for different length months and leap year.

 �  After all the settings are the way you want, press 4  A to return to the 
Timekeeping Mode.

E-18

 �  Use 3  B and D to change the currently selected setting as described below.

Screen Setting Operation
Time zone of the city where you will use 
the watch Use B and D.

Summer time on/off Press D.

12-hour (12H)/24-hour (24H) timekeeping 
switching Press D.

Seconds 00-reset
 From 30 to 59 seconds, resetting adds  
1 to the minute setting.

Press D.

Hour and minutes settings Use B and D.

Year, month, day settings Use B and D.

E-17

Note
 The numbers in the above diagram indicate how many times you need to press 
C to display each setting.
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 �  Use 2  C to select the item whose setting you want to change.
 Each press of C cycles through available settings in the sequence shown below.
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Adjusting the Time Setting
Use the procedure below to confi gure the watch’s time and date settings.

Confi guring Current Time and Date Settings

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down 1  A for about two seconds until the time 
zone setting screen appears.

 [SET Hold] will appear on the watch display, 
followed by the time zone setting screen.

Time zone

E-14

Mode Overview

Mode Functions More Info

Timekeeping Mode

 Current time display 
 Time, date, summer time settings; 12/24-hour display  
switching
 Timer display 

E-12
E-15

E-39

World Time Mode  Current time in 100 cities (35 time zones) around  
the globe E-20

Alarm Mode  Alarm time and on/off settings 
 Hourly time signal on/off E-24

Stopwatch Mode  Elapsed time measurement E-31

Timer Mode  Start time settings; countdown E-34

E-13

Stopwatch Mode Timer Mode

E-12

Using Modes
Each press of C cycles between modes as shown in the illustration below.

Timekeeping Mode World Time Mode Alarm Mode

E-11

Number Name Meaning More Info
5 Alarm indicator Alarm is turned on. E-28
6 MUTE indicator Button operation tone disabled. E-43

7 Timer indicator Timer countdown operation in 
progress. E-39

8 DST indicator Summer time enabled (time advanced 
by one hour). E-22

9 Hourly time signal indicator Hourly time signal is turned on. E-28

E-10

Display Indicators

Number Name Meaning More Info
1 Auto Light ON indicator Auto Light enabled. E-48
2 Vibration indicator Vibration alert enabled for alarms/timer. E-45

3 PM indicator Indicates p.m. times during 12-hour 
timekeeping. E-8

4 Snooze indicator Snooze alarm enabled. E-28
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Note
 Refer to the “City Name List” (back of this manual) to determine the time zone of 
the city where you will be using the watch.

 Summer time, or Daylight Saving Time (DST) as it is known in some countries,  
calls for setting clocks ahead one hour from standard time during the summer 
season. Note that the period during which and the areas where summer time is 
applied depend on each country. Some countries or geographic areas may not 
use summer time.
 The DST indicator will be on the display and timekeeping will be advanced by  
one hour when summer time is turned on.
 The watch’s Full Auto Calendar automatically makes adjustments in the day  
setting to account for different length months and leap year.

 �  After all the settings are the way you want, press 4  A to return to the 
Timekeeping Mode.

E-18

 �  Use 3  B and D to change the currently selected setting as described below.

Screen Setting Operation
Time zone of the city where you will use 
the watch Use B and D.

Summer time on/off Press D.

12-hour (12H)/24-hour (24H) timekeeping 
switching Press D.

Seconds 00-reset
 From 30 to 59 seconds, resetting adds  
1 to the minute setting.

Press D.

Hour and minutes settings Use B and D.

Year, month, day settings Use B and D.

E-17

Note
 The numbers in the above diagram indicate how many times you need to press 
C to display each setting.
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 �  Use 2  C to select the item whose setting you want to change.
 Each press of C cycles through available settings in the sequence shown below.
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Adjusting the Time Setting
Use the procedure below to confi gure the watch’s time and date settings.

Confi guring Current Time and Date Settings

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down 1  A for about two seconds until the time 
zone setting screen appears.

 [SET Hold] will appear on the watch display, 
followed by the time zone setting screen.

Time zone

E-14

Mode Overview

Mode Functions More Info

Timekeeping Mode

 Current time display 
 Time, date, summer time settings; 12/24-hour display  
switching
 Timer display 

E-12
E-15

E-39

World Time Mode  Current time in 100 cities (35 time zones) around  
the globe E-20

Alarm Mode  Alarm time and on/off settings 
 Hourly time signal on/off E-24

Stopwatch Mode  Elapsed time measurement E-31

Timer Mode  Start time settings; countdown E-34

E-13

Stopwatch Mode Timer Mode

E-12

Using Modes
Each press of C cycles between modes as shown in the illustration below.

Timekeeping Mode World Time Mode Alarm Mode

E-11

Number Name Meaning More Info
5 Alarm indicator Alarm is turned on. E-28
6 MUTE indicator Button operation tone disabled. E-43

7 Timer indicator Timer countdown operation in 
progress. E-39

8 DST indicator Summer time enabled (time advanced 
by one hour). E-22

9 Hourly time signal indicator Hourly time signal is turned on. E-28

E-10

Display Indicators

Number Name Meaning More Info
1 Auto Light ON indicator Auto Light enabled. E-48
2 Vibration indicator Vibration alert enabled for alarms/timer. E-45

3 PM indicator Indicates p.m. times during 12-hour 
timekeeping. E-8

4 Snooze indicator Snooze alarm enabled. E-28
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Note
 Refer to the “City Name List” (back of this manual) to determine the time zone of 
the city where you will be using the watch.

 Summer time, or Daylight Saving Time (DST) as it is known in some countries,  
calls for setting clocks ahead one hour from standard time during the summer 
season. Note that the period during which and the areas where summer time is 
applied depend on each country. Some countries or geographic areas may not 
use summer time.
 The DST indicator will be on the display and timekeeping will be advanced by  
one hour when summer time is turned on.
 The watch’s Full Auto Calendar automatically makes adjustments in the day  
setting to account for different length months and leap year.

 �  After all the settings are the way you want, press 4  A to return to the 
Timekeeping Mode.

E-18

 �  Use 3  B and D to change the currently selected setting as described below.

Screen Setting Operation
Time zone of the city where you will use 
the watch Use B and D.

Summer time on/off Press D.

12-hour (12H)/24-hour (24H) timekeeping 
switching Press D.

Seconds 00-reset
 From 30 to 59 seconds, resetting adds  
1 to the minute setting.

Press D.

Hour and minutes settings Use B and D.

Year, month, day settings Use B and D.

E-17

Note
 The numbers in the above diagram indicate how many times you need to press 
C to display each setting.

E-16

 �  Use 2  C to select the item whose setting you want to change.
 Each press of C cycles through available settings in the sequence shown below.
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Adjusting the Time Setting
Use the procedure below to confi gure the watch’s time and date settings.

Confi guring Current Time and Date Settings

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down 1  A for about two seconds until the time 
zone setting screen appears.

 [SET Hold] will appear on the watch display, 
followed by the time zone setting screen.

Time zone

E-14

Mode Overview

Mode Functions More Info

Timekeeping Mode

 Current time display 
 Time, date, summer time settings; 12/24-hour display  
switching
 Timer display 

E-12
E-15

E-39

World Time Mode  Current time in 100 cities (35 time zones) around  
the globe E-20

Alarm Mode  Alarm time and on/off settings 
 Hourly time signal on/off E-24

Stopwatch Mode  Elapsed time measurement E-31

Timer Mode  Start time settings; countdown E-34

E-13

Stopwatch Mode Timer Mode

E-12

Using Modes
Each press of C cycles between modes as shown in the illustration below.

Timekeeping Mode World Time Mode Alarm Mode

E-11

Number Name Meaning More Info
5 Alarm indicator Alarm is turned on. E-28
6 MUTE indicator Button operation tone disabled. E-43

7 Timer indicator Timer countdown operation in 
progress. E-39

8 DST indicator Summer time enabled (time advanced 
by one hour). E-22

9 Hourly time signal indicator Hourly time signal is turned on. E-28

E-10

Display Indicators

Number Name Meaning More Info
1 Auto Light ON indicator Auto Light enabled. E-48
2 Vibration indicator Vibration alert enabled for alarms/timer. E-45

3 PM indicator Indicates p.m. times during 12-hour 
timekeeping. E-8

4 Snooze indicator Snooze alarm enabled. E-28
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Note
 Refer to the “City Name List” (back of this manual) to determine the time zone of 
the city where you will be using the watch.

 Summer time, or Daylight Saving Time (DST) as it is known in some countries,  
calls for setting clocks ahead one hour from standard time during the summer 
season. Note that the period during which and the areas where summer time is 
applied depend on each country. Some countries or geographic areas may not 
use summer time.
 The DST indicator will be on the display and timekeeping will be advanced by  
one hour when summer time is turned on.
 The watch’s Full Auto Calendar automatically makes adjustments in the day  
setting to account for different length months and leap year.

 �  After all the settings are the way you want, press 4  A to return to the 
Timekeeping Mode.

E-18

 �  Use 3  B and D to change the currently selected setting as described below.

Screen Setting Operation
Time zone of the city where you will use 
the watch Use B and D.

Summer time on/off Press D.

12-hour (12H)/24-hour (24H) timekeeping 
switching Press D.

Seconds 00-reset
 From 30 to 59 seconds, resetting adds  
1 to the minute setting.

Press D.

Hour and minutes settings Use B and D.

Year, month, day settings Use B and D.

E-17

Note
 The numbers in the above diagram indicate how many times you need to press 
C to display each setting.
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 �  Use 2  C to select the item whose setting you want to change.
 Each press of C cycles through available settings in the sequence shown below.
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Adjusting the Time Setting
Use the procedure below to confi gure the watch’s time and date settings.

Confi guring Current Time and Date Settings

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down 1  A for about two seconds until the time 
zone setting screen appears.

 [SET Hold] will appear on the watch display, 
followed by the time zone setting screen.

Time zone

E-14

Mode Overview

Mode Functions More Info

Timekeeping Mode

 Current time display 
 Time, date, summer time settings; 12/24-hour display  
switching
 Timer display 

E-12
E-15

E-39

World Time Mode  Current time in 100 cities (35 time zones) around  
the globe E-20

Alarm Mode  Alarm time and on/off settings 
 Hourly time signal on/off E-24

Stopwatch Mode  Elapsed time measurement E-31

Timer Mode  Start time settings; countdown E-34

E-13

Stopwatch Mode Timer Mode

E-12

Using Modes
Each press of C cycles between modes as shown in the illustration below.

Timekeeping Mode World Time Mode Alarm Mode

E-11

Number Name Meaning More Info
5 Alarm indicator Alarm is turned on. E-28
6 MUTE indicator Button operation tone disabled. E-43

7 Timer indicator Timer countdown operation in 
progress. E-39

8 DST indicator Summer time enabled (time advanced 
by one hour). E-22

9 Hourly time signal indicator Hourly time signal is turned on. E-28

E-10

Display Indicators

Number Name Meaning More Info
1 Auto Light ON indicator Auto Light enabled. E-48
2 Vibration indicator Vibration alert enabled for alarms/timer. E-45

3 PM indicator Indicates p.m. times during 12-hour 
timekeeping. E-8

4 Snooze indicator Snooze alarm enabled. E-28



Bruksanvisning 3403
Världstid

Världstiden låter dig visa den aktuella tiden i vilken som helst av 100 städer (35 tidszoner) 
världen runt.

Att visa tider i andra tidszoner

1. I Tidvisningsfunktionen, tryck C för att gå till Världstidfunktionen.
  
   Se ”Funktionslägen” (sida E-12).

   [ WT100] visas på displayen i ca en sekund och sedan  
   scrollas namnet på den valda Världstidsstaden över   
   displayen.

Att ändra sommartidsinställning (DST)

■ I Världstidfunktionen, tryck och håll inne A i ca två sekunder.
 
  [ DST Hold] visas på displayen. Därefter försvinner [DST Hold] och   
  sommartidsinställningen växlas till antingen på eller av.
  ■ DST på displayen indikerar att sommartid är aktiverad.

                DST-indikator

E-22

Alarm och Timsignal
Du kan ställa in upp till fem olika alarm. När ett förinställt alarm aktiveras ger klockan en 
ljudsignal och blinkar med displaybelysningen eller vibrerar i ca 10 sekunder. Timsignalen får 
klockan att ge en ljudsignal och blinka med displaybelysningen eller vibrera varje hel timme. 

Se ”Att ändra signalmetod for alarm/timer” (sida E-44).

Att gå till alarmfunktionen

■ I Tidvisningsfunktionen, tryck C två gånger för att gå till Alarmfunktionen.

Se ”Funktionslägen” (sida E-12).

[ALARM] visas på displayen i ca en sekund. Därefter visas en inställningsdisplay för alarm 
(Alarm 1 till Alarm 5 eller Timsignal).

E-24

Att ändra en alarminställning

1. I Alarmfunktionen, använd D för att välja alarmet som du vill ändra inställning för.

E-26

Timsignal
 : Timsignalen ljuder inte.
 
 : Timsignalen ljuder varje hel timme.

Alarmindikatorn visas när ett alarm är aktiverat, medan Timsignalindikatorn visas när Timsigna-
len är aktiverad. När snoozealarmet är aktiverat visas både Alarmindikatorn och 
Snoozeindikatorn.

E-28
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 �  To change an alarm time setting, hold down 3  A for about two seconds until 
the hour digits of the current alarm time start to fl ash.

 [SET Hold] will appear on the display. After that, [SET 
Hold] will disappear and the hour digits will fl ash.

 �  Each press of 4  C causes the fl ashing to move between the hour and the 
minutes digits.
 The fl ashing digits are the ones that are selected.

 �  Use 5  B and D to change the fl ashing setting, and set the hour and minutes 
you want.

 Holding down either button scrolls the setting at high speed. 
 If you are using 12-hour timekeeping, the PM indicator will appear for times  
between noon and 11:59 p.m.
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Hourly time signal
: Hourly time signal does not sound.

: Hourly time signal sounds every hour on the hour.

 The Alarm indicator is displayed while an alarm is turned on, while the Hourly 
time signal indicator is displayed while the hourly time signal is turned on.
When the snooze alarm is turned on, both the alarm indicator and the snooze 
indicator are displayed.

Hourly time signal on

Hourly time signal indicator

Alarm on

Alarm indicatorSnooze indicator
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 �  Use 2  B to select the alarm type or to toggle the hourly time signal between 
on and off.

 Alarm 1 to 4
: Alarm does not sound.

: Alarm sounds only once at the preset time and does not sound again after 
that.

: Alarm sounds at the preset time each day.

  Snooze alarm
: Alarm does not sound.

: Alarm sounds at the preset time each day, and up to seven times at fi ve-
minute intervals thereafter.
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To change an alarm setting

 �  In the Alarm Mode, use 1  D to select the alarm whose setting you want to 
change.

Alarm 1
( )

D D
Alarm 2

( )
Alarm 3

( )

Alarm 4
( )

Hourly Time 
Signal ( )

Snooze alarm
( )

DD

D D
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Alarm setting screen

Alarm number

Current time

Hourly time signal setting screen

Current time

Note
 If you do not perform any operation for about two or three minutes while in the Alarm 
Mode, the watch will automatically return to the Timekeeping Mode.
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Alarms and Hourly Time Signal
You can set up to fi ve different alarms. When any one of the alarm times is reached 
the watch will sound an alarm tone and fl ash its display illumination, or it will vibrate 
for about 10 seconds. The hourly time signal causes the watch to sound a tone and 
fl ash its display illumination or to vibrate every hour on the hour.

See “To change the alarm/timer alert method” (page E-44).

To enter the Alarm Mode

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press C twice to enter the Alarm Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

 [ALARM] will appear on the display for about one second. After that, an alarm 
setting screen (Alarm 1 through Alarm 5, or hourly time signal) will appear.

E-23

Note
 Summer time, or Daylight Saving Time (DST) as it is known in some countries,  
calls for setting clocks ahead one hour from standard time during the summer 
season. Note that the period during which and the areas where summer time is 
applied depend on each country. Some countries or geographic areas may not use 
summer time.
 The DST indicator will be on the display and timekeeping will be advanced by one  
hour when summer time is turned on.
 The summer time setting cannot be changed for the UTC World Time zone. 
 The summer time setting is applied to the currently selected time zone only. A  
setting confi gured for one time zone does not affect any other time zone.

E-22

To confi gure the Summer Time (DST) setting

 �  In the World Time Mode, hold down A for about two seconds.

 [DST Hold] will appear on the display. After that,  
[DST Hold] will disappear and the summer time 
setting will toggle to either on or off.
  DST on the display indicates that summer time is 
turned on.

DST indicator

E-21

Note
 Scrolling of the World Time city name will stop after about two minutes. To re-
start scrolling, press A.

 �  Use 2  B and D to scroll through the World Time Mode city names.

See “City Name List” (back of this manual).
 Scrolling to a city name displays the current time in that city. 
 Holding down either button scrolls at high speed. 
 To display the UTC city name (UTC offset 0), press  B and D at the same 
time.

 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 3  C four times.

E-20

World Time
World Time lets you display the current time in any one of 100 cities (35 time zones) 
around the world.

To view the times in other time zones

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press 1  C to enter the World Time Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

 [WT100] will appear on the display for about 1  
one second, and then the name of the 
currently selected World Time city will scroll 
across the display.

Current date in 
World Time city

Current time in 
World Time cityCity name

Observera!
Scrollningen av Världstidsstadens namn stoppas efter ca två minuter. Tryck A för att starta 
om scrollningen.

2. Använd B och D för att scrolla genom Världstidfunktionens stadsnamn.
Se ”Lista över stadsnamn” (baksidan av denna bruksanvisning).
■ När du scrollar till ett stadsnamn visas den aktuella tiden i den staden.
■ Tryck och håll inne någon av knapparna för att scrolla med hög hastighet.
■ För att visa UTC-stadsnamnet (UTC-tidsskillnad 0), tryck B och D samtidigt.

3. För att återgå till Tidvisningsfunktionen, tryck C fyra gånger.
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Observera!
■ Sommartid, eller DST (Daylight Saving Time) som det även kallas i vissa länder, innebär 
att klockan ställs fram en timme från standardtiden under sommarsäsongen. Observera att 
perioden som sommartiden varar och områdena där den tillämpas beror på varje enskilt 
land. Vissa länder och geografiska områden använder inte sommartid.
■ DST-indikatorn visas på displayen och tidvisningen flyttas fram en timme när sommartiden 
är aktiverad.
■ Sommartidsinställningen kan inte ändras för UTC-världstidszonen. 
■ Sommartidsinställningen tillämpas endast för tidszonen som är vald för tillfället. 
En inställning som ändrats för en tidszon påverkar inte övriga tidszoner.
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Observera!
Klockan återgår automatiskt till Tidvisningsfunktionen om du inte utför någon åtgärd under 
ca två eller tre minuter i Alarmfunktionen.
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2. Använd B för att välja alarmtyp eller för att växla timsignalen mellan på och av.

Alarm 1 till 4

 : alarmet ljuder inte.

 : alarmet ljuder endast en gång vid den förinställda tiden och ljuder inte igen  
 efter det.

 : alarmet ljuder vid den förinställda tiden varje dag. 

Snoozealarm
 : alarmet ljuder inte.

  : alarmet ljuder vid den förinställda tiden varje dag, och upp till sju gånger i  
 5-minutersintervall därefter.
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3. För att ändra en alarmtidsinställning, tryck och håll inne A i ca två sekunder tills 
den aktuella alarmtidens timsiffror börjar blinka.

  [SET Hold] visas på displayen. Därefter försvinner [SET Hold]  
  och timsiffrorna blinkar.

4. Varje tryck på C får blinkanket att flytta mellan tim- och minutsiffrorna. 
De blinkande siffrorna är de som är valda.

5. Använd B och D för att ändra den blinkande inställningen och ställa in önskade 
tim- och minutsiffror.
■ Tryck och håll inne någon av knapparna för att scrolla inställningen med hög hastighet.
■ Om du använder 12-timmarsvisning, visas PM-indikatorn för tider mellan klockan 12 på 
dagen och 23:59.
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 �  To change an alarm time setting, hold down 3  A for about two seconds until 
the hour digits of the current alarm time start to fl ash.

 [SET Hold] will appear on the display. After that, [SET 
Hold] will disappear and the hour digits will fl ash.

 �  Each press of 4  C causes the fl ashing to move between the hour and the 
minutes digits.
 The fl ashing digits are the ones that are selected.

 �  Use 5  B and D to change the fl ashing setting, and set the hour and minutes 
you want.

 Holding down either button scrolls the setting at high speed. 
 If you are using 12-hour timekeeping, the PM indicator will appear for times  
between noon and 11:59 p.m.

E-28

Hourly time signal
: Hourly time signal does not sound.

: Hourly time signal sounds every hour on the hour.

 The Alarm indicator is displayed while an alarm is turned on, while the Hourly 
time signal indicator is displayed while the hourly time signal is turned on.
When the snooze alarm is turned on, both the alarm indicator and the snooze 
indicator are displayed.

Hourly time signal on

Hourly time signal indicator

Alarm on

Alarm indicatorSnooze indicator
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 �  Use 2  B to select the alarm type or to toggle the hourly time signal between 
on and off.

 Alarm 1 to 4
: Alarm does not sound.

: Alarm sounds only once at the preset time and does not sound again after 
that.

: Alarm sounds at the preset time each day.

  Snooze alarm
: Alarm does not sound.

: Alarm sounds at the preset time each day, and up to seven times at fi ve-
minute intervals thereafter.
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To change an alarm setting

 �  In the Alarm Mode, use 1  D to select the alarm whose setting you want to 
change.

Alarm 1
( )

D D
Alarm 2

( )
Alarm 3

( )

Alarm 4
( )

Hourly Time 
Signal ( )

Snooze alarm
( )

DD

D D
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Alarm setting screen

Alarm number

Current time

Hourly time signal setting screen

Current time

Note
 If you do not perform any operation for about two or three minutes while in the Alarm 
Mode, the watch will automatically return to the Timekeeping Mode.
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Alarms and Hourly Time Signal
You can set up to fi ve different alarms. When any one of the alarm times is reached 
the watch will sound an alarm tone and fl ash its display illumination, or it will vibrate 
for about 10 seconds. The hourly time signal causes the watch to sound a tone and 
fl ash its display illumination or to vibrate every hour on the hour.

See “To change the alarm/timer alert method” (page E-44).

To enter the Alarm Mode

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press C twice to enter the Alarm Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

 [ALARM] will appear on the display for about one second. After that, an alarm 
setting screen (Alarm 1 through Alarm 5, or hourly time signal) will appear.
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Note
 Summer time, or Daylight Saving Time (DST) as it is known in some countries,  
calls for setting clocks ahead one hour from standard time during the summer 
season. Note that the period during which and the areas where summer time is 
applied depend on each country. Some countries or geographic areas may not use 
summer time.
 The DST indicator will be on the display and timekeeping will be advanced by one  
hour when summer time is turned on.
 The summer time setting cannot be changed for the UTC World Time zone. 
 The summer time setting is applied to the currently selected time zone only. A  
setting confi gured for one time zone does not affect any other time zone.
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To confi gure the Summer Time (DST) setting

 �  In the World Time Mode, hold down A for about two seconds.

 [DST Hold] will appear on the display. After that,  
[DST Hold] will disappear and the summer time 
setting will toggle to either on or off.
  DST on the display indicates that summer time is 
turned on.

DST indicator
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Note
 Scrolling of the World Time city name will stop after about two minutes. To re-
start scrolling, press A.

 �  Use 2  B and D to scroll through the World Time Mode city names.

See “City Name List” (back of this manual).
 Scrolling to a city name displays the current time in that city. 
 Holding down either button scrolls at high speed. 
 To display the UTC city name (UTC offset 0), press  B and D at the same 
time.

 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 3  C four times.

E-20

World Time
World Time lets you display the current time in any one of 100 cities (35 time zones) 
around the world.

To view the times in other time zones

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press 1  C to enter the World Time Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

 [WT100] will appear on the display for about 1  
one second, and then the name of the 
currently selected World Time city will scroll 
across the display.

Current date in 
World Time city

Current time in 
World Time cityCity name
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 �  To change an alarm time setting, hold down 3  A for about two seconds until 
the hour digits of the current alarm time start to fl ash.

 [SET Hold] will appear on the display. After that, [SET 
Hold] will disappear and the hour digits will fl ash.

 �  Each press of 4  C causes the fl ashing to move between the hour and the 
minutes digits.
 The fl ashing digits are the ones that are selected.

 �  Use 5  B and D to change the fl ashing setting, and set the hour and minutes 
you want.

 Holding down either button scrolls the setting at high speed. 
 If you are using 12-hour timekeeping, the PM indicator will appear for times  
between noon and 11:59 p.m.

E-28

Hourly time signal
: Hourly time signal does not sound.

: Hourly time signal sounds every hour on the hour.

 The Alarm indicator is displayed while an alarm is turned on, while the Hourly 
time signal indicator is displayed while the hourly time signal is turned on.
When the snooze alarm is turned on, both the alarm indicator and the snooze 
indicator are displayed.

Hourly time signal on

Hourly time signal indicator

Alarm on

Alarm indicatorSnooze indicator
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 �  Use 2  B to select the alarm type or to toggle the hourly time signal between 
on and off.

 Alarm 1 to 4
: Alarm does not sound.

: Alarm sounds only once at the preset time and does not sound again after 
that.

: Alarm sounds at the preset time each day.

  Snooze alarm
: Alarm does not sound.

: Alarm sounds at the preset time each day, and up to seven times at fi ve-
minute intervals thereafter.
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To change an alarm setting

 �  In the Alarm Mode, use 1  D to select the alarm whose setting you want to 
change.

Alarm 1
( )

D D
Alarm 2

( )
Alarm 3

( )

Alarm 4
( )

Hourly Time 
Signal ( )

Snooze alarm
( )

DD

D D
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Alarm setting screen

Alarm number

Current time

Hourly time signal setting screen

Current time

Note
 If you do not perform any operation for about two or three minutes while in the Alarm 
Mode, the watch will automatically return to the Timekeeping Mode.

E-24

Alarms and Hourly Time Signal
You can set up to fi ve different alarms. When any one of the alarm times is reached 
the watch will sound an alarm tone and fl ash its display illumination, or it will vibrate 
for about 10 seconds. The hourly time signal causes the watch to sound a tone and 
fl ash its display illumination or to vibrate every hour on the hour.

See “To change the alarm/timer alert method” (page E-44).

To enter the Alarm Mode

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press C twice to enter the Alarm Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

 [ALARM] will appear on the display for about one second. After that, an alarm 
setting screen (Alarm 1 through Alarm 5, or hourly time signal) will appear.
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Note
 Summer time, or Daylight Saving Time (DST) as it is known in some countries,  
calls for setting clocks ahead one hour from standard time during the summer 
season. Note that the period during which and the areas where summer time is 
applied depend on each country. Some countries or geographic areas may not use 
summer time.
 The DST indicator will be on the display and timekeeping will be advanced by one  
hour when summer time is turned on.
 The summer time setting cannot be changed for the UTC World Time zone. 
 The summer time setting is applied to the currently selected time zone only. A  
setting confi gured for one time zone does not affect any other time zone.

E-22

To confi gure the Summer Time (DST) setting

 �  In the World Time Mode, hold down A for about two seconds.

 [DST Hold] will appear on the display. After that,  
[DST Hold] will disappear and the summer time 
setting will toggle to either on or off.
  DST on the display indicates that summer time is 
turned on.

DST indicator

E-21

Note
 Scrolling of the World Time city name will stop after about two minutes. To re-
start scrolling, press A.

 �  Use 2  B and D to scroll through the World Time Mode city names.

See “City Name List” (back of this manual).
 Scrolling to a city name displays the current time in that city. 
 Holding down either button scrolls at high speed. 
 To display the UTC city name (UTC offset 0), press  B and D at the same 
time.

 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 3  C four times.

E-20

World Time
World Time lets you display the current time in any one of 100 cities (35 time zones) 
around the world.

To view the times in other time zones

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press 1  C to enter the World Time Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

 [WT100] will appear on the display for about 1  
one second, and then the name of the 
currently selected World Time city will scroll 
across the display.

Current date in 
World Time city

Current time in 
World Time cityCity name
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 �  To change an alarm time setting, hold down 3  A for about two seconds until 
the hour digits of the current alarm time start to fl ash.

 [SET Hold] will appear on the display. After that, [SET 
Hold] will disappear and the hour digits will fl ash.

 �  Each press of 4  C causes the fl ashing to move between the hour and the 
minutes digits.
 The fl ashing digits are the ones that are selected.

 �  Use 5  B and D to change the fl ashing setting, and set the hour and minutes 
you want.

 Holding down either button scrolls the setting at high speed. 
 If you are using 12-hour timekeeping, the PM indicator will appear for times  
between noon and 11:59 p.m.

E-28

Hourly time signal
: Hourly time signal does not sound.

: Hourly time signal sounds every hour on the hour.

 The Alarm indicator is displayed while an alarm is turned on, while the Hourly 
time signal indicator is displayed while the hourly time signal is turned on.
When the snooze alarm is turned on, both the alarm indicator and the snooze 
indicator are displayed.

Hourly time signal on

Hourly time signal indicator

Alarm on

Alarm indicatorSnooze indicator
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 �  Use 2  B to select the alarm type or to toggle the hourly time signal between 
on and off.

 Alarm 1 to 4
: Alarm does not sound.

: Alarm sounds only once at the preset time and does not sound again after 
that.

: Alarm sounds at the preset time each day.

  Snooze alarm
: Alarm does not sound.

: Alarm sounds at the preset time each day, and up to seven times at fi ve-
minute intervals thereafter.

E-26

To change an alarm setting

 �  In the Alarm Mode, use 1  D to select the alarm whose setting you want to 
change.

Alarm 1
( )

D D
Alarm 2

( )
Alarm 3

( )

Alarm 4
( )

Hourly Time 
Signal ( )

Snooze alarm
( )

DD

D D
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Alarm setting screen

Alarm number

Current time

Hourly time signal setting screen

Current time

Note
 If you do not perform any operation for about two or three minutes while in the Alarm 
Mode, the watch will automatically return to the Timekeeping Mode.

E-24

Alarms and Hourly Time Signal
You can set up to fi ve different alarms. When any one of the alarm times is reached 
the watch will sound an alarm tone and fl ash its display illumination, or it will vibrate 
for about 10 seconds. The hourly time signal causes the watch to sound a tone and 
fl ash its display illumination or to vibrate every hour on the hour.

See “To change the alarm/timer alert method” (page E-44).

To enter the Alarm Mode

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press C twice to enter the Alarm Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

 [ALARM] will appear on the display for about one second. After that, an alarm 
setting screen (Alarm 1 through Alarm 5, or hourly time signal) will appear.
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Note
 Summer time, or Daylight Saving Time (DST) as it is known in some countries,  
calls for setting clocks ahead one hour from standard time during the summer 
season. Note that the period during which and the areas where summer time is 
applied depend on each country. Some countries or geographic areas may not use 
summer time.
 The DST indicator will be on the display and timekeeping will be advanced by one  
hour when summer time is turned on.
 The summer time setting cannot be changed for the UTC World Time zone. 
 The summer time setting is applied to the currently selected time zone only. A  
setting confi gured for one time zone does not affect any other time zone.

E-22

To confi gure the Summer Time (DST) setting

 �  In the World Time Mode, hold down A for about two seconds.

 [DST Hold] will appear on the display. After that,  
[DST Hold] will disappear and the summer time 
setting will toggle to either on or off.
  DST on the display indicates that summer time is 
turned on.

DST indicator

E-21

Note
 Scrolling of the World Time city name will stop after about two minutes. To re-
start scrolling, press A.

 �  Use 2  B and D to scroll through the World Time Mode city names.

See “City Name List” (back of this manual).
 Scrolling to a city name displays the current time in that city. 
 Holding down either button scrolls at high speed. 
 To display the UTC city name (UTC offset 0), press  B and D at the same 
time.

 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 3  C four times.

E-20

World Time
World Time lets you display the current time in any one of 100 cities (35 time zones) 
around the world.

To view the times in other time zones

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press 1  C to enter the World Time Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

 [WT100] will appear on the display for about 1  
one second, and then the name of the 
currently selected World Time city will scroll 
across the display.

Current date in 
World Time city

Current time in 
World Time cityCity name
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 �  To change an alarm time setting, hold down 3  A for about two seconds until 
the hour digits of the current alarm time start to fl ash.

 [SET Hold] will appear on the display. After that, [SET 
Hold] will disappear and the hour digits will fl ash.

 �  Each press of 4  C causes the fl ashing to move between the hour and the 
minutes digits.
 The fl ashing digits are the ones that are selected.

 �  Use 5  B and D to change the fl ashing setting, and set the hour and minutes 
you want.

 Holding down either button scrolls the setting at high speed. 
 If you are using 12-hour timekeeping, the PM indicator will appear for times  
between noon and 11:59 p.m.

E-28

Hourly time signal
: Hourly time signal does not sound.

: Hourly time signal sounds every hour on the hour.

 The Alarm indicator is displayed while an alarm is turned on, while the Hourly 
time signal indicator is displayed while the hourly time signal is turned on.
When the snooze alarm is turned on, both the alarm indicator and the snooze 
indicator are displayed.

Hourly time signal on

Hourly time signal indicator

Alarm on

Alarm indicatorSnooze indicator
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 �  Use 2  B to select the alarm type or to toggle the hourly time signal between 
on and off.

 Alarm 1 to 4
: Alarm does not sound.

: Alarm sounds only once at the preset time and does not sound again after 
that.

: Alarm sounds at the preset time each day.

  Snooze alarm
: Alarm does not sound.

: Alarm sounds at the preset time each day, and up to seven times at fi ve-
minute intervals thereafter.

E-26

To change an alarm setting

 �  In the Alarm Mode, use 1  D to select the alarm whose setting you want to 
change.

Alarm 1
( )

D D
Alarm 2

( )
Alarm 3

( )

Alarm 4
( )

Hourly Time 
Signal ( )

Snooze alarm
( )

DD

D D
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Alarm setting screen

Alarm number

Current time

Hourly time signal setting screen

Current time

Note
 If you do not perform any operation for about two or three minutes while in the Alarm 
Mode, the watch will automatically return to the Timekeeping Mode.

E-24

Alarms and Hourly Time Signal
You can set up to fi ve different alarms. When any one of the alarm times is reached 
the watch will sound an alarm tone and fl ash its display illumination, or it will vibrate 
for about 10 seconds. The hourly time signal causes the watch to sound a tone and 
fl ash its display illumination or to vibrate every hour on the hour.

See “To change the alarm/timer alert method” (page E-44).

To enter the Alarm Mode

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press C twice to enter the Alarm Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

 [ALARM] will appear on the display for about one second. After that, an alarm 
setting screen (Alarm 1 through Alarm 5, or hourly time signal) will appear.
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Note
 Summer time, or Daylight Saving Time (DST) as it is known in some countries,  
calls for setting clocks ahead one hour from standard time during the summer 
season. Note that the period during which and the areas where summer time is 
applied depend on each country. Some countries or geographic areas may not use 
summer time.
 The DST indicator will be on the display and timekeeping will be advanced by one  
hour when summer time is turned on.
 The summer time setting cannot be changed for the UTC World Time zone. 
 The summer time setting is applied to the currently selected time zone only. A  
setting confi gured for one time zone does not affect any other time zone.

E-22

To confi gure the Summer Time (DST) setting

 �  In the World Time Mode, hold down A for about two seconds.

 [DST Hold] will appear on the display. After that,  
[DST Hold] will disappear and the summer time 
setting will toggle to either on or off.
  DST on the display indicates that summer time is 
turned on.

DST indicator

E-21

Note
 Scrolling of the World Time city name will stop after about two minutes. To re-
start scrolling, press A.

 �  Use 2  B and D to scroll through the World Time Mode city names.

See “City Name List” (back of this manual).
 Scrolling to a city name displays the current time in that city. 
 Holding down either button scrolls at high speed. 
 To display the UTC city name (UTC offset 0), press  B and D at the same 
time.

 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 3  C four times.

E-20

World Time
World Time lets you display the current time in any one of 100 cities (35 time zones) 
around the world.

To view the times in other time zones

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press 1  C to enter the World Time Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

 [WT100] will appear on the display for about 1  
one second, and then the name of the 
currently selected World Time city will scroll 
across the display.

Current date in 
World Time city

Current time in 
World Time cityCity name
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 �  To change an alarm time setting, hold down 3  A for about two seconds until 
the hour digits of the current alarm time start to fl ash.

 [SET Hold] will appear on the display. After that, [SET 
Hold] will disappear and the hour digits will fl ash.

 �  Each press of 4  C causes the fl ashing to move between the hour and the 
minutes digits.
 The fl ashing digits are the ones that are selected.

 �  Use 5  B and D to change the fl ashing setting, and set the hour and minutes 
you want.

 Holding down either button scrolls the setting at high speed. 
 If you are using 12-hour timekeeping, the PM indicator will appear for times  
between noon and 11:59 p.m.

E-28

Hourly time signal
: Hourly time signal does not sound.

: Hourly time signal sounds every hour on the hour.

 The Alarm indicator is displayed while an alarm is turned on, while the Hourly 
time signal indicator is displayed while the hourly time signal is turned on.
When the snooze alarm is turned on, both the alarm indicator and the snooze 
indicator are displayed.

Hourly time signal on

Hourly time signal indicator

Alarm on

Alarm indicatorSnooze indicator
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 �  Use 2  B to select the alarm type or to toggle the hourly time signal between 
on and off.

 Alarm 1 to 4
: Alarm does not sound.

: Alarm sounds only once at the preset time and does not sound again after 
that.

: Alarm sounds at the preset time each day.

  Snooze alarm
: Alarm does not sound.

: Alarm sounds at the preset time each day, and up to seven times at fi ve-
minute intervals thereafter.

E-26

To change an alarm setting

 �  In the Alarm Mode, use 1  D to select the alarm whose setting you want to 
change.

Alarm 1
( )

D D
Alarm 2

( )
Alarm 3

( )

Alarm 4
( )

Hourly Time 
Signal ( )

Snooze alarm
( )

DD

D D
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Alarm setting screen

Alarm number

Current time

Hourly time signal setting screen

Current time

Note
 If you do not perform any operation for about two or three minutes while in the Alarm 
Mode, the watch will automatically return to the Timekeeping Mode.
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Alarms and Hourly Time Signal
You can set up to fi ve different alarms. When any one of the alarm times is reached 
the watch will sound an alarm tone and fl ash its display illumination, or it will vibrate 
for about 10 seconds. The hourly time signal causes the watch to sound a tone and 
fl ash its display illumination or to vibrate every hour on the hour.

See “To change the alarm/timer alert method” (page E-44).

To enter the Alarm Mode

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press C twice to enter the Alarm Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

 [ALARM] will appear on the display for about one second. After that, an alarm 
setting screen (Alarm 1 through Alarm 5, or hourly time signal) will appear.

E-23

Note
 Summer time, or Daylight Saving Time (DST) as it is known in some countries,  
calls for setting clocks ahead one hour from standard time during the summer 
season. Note that the period during which and the areas where summer time is 
applied depend on each country. Some countries or geographic areas may not use 
summer time.
 The DST indicator will be on the display and timekeeping will be advanced by one  
hour when summer time is turned on.
 The summer time setting cannot be changed for the UTC World Time zone. 
 The summer time setting is applied to the currently selected time zone only. A  
setting confi gured for one time zone does not affect any other time zone.

E-22

To confi gure the Summer Time (DST) setting

 �  In the World Time Mode, hold down A for about two seconds.

 [DST Hold] will appear on the display. After that,  
[DST Hold] will disappear and the summer time 
setting will toggle to either on or off.
  DST on the display indicates that summer time is 
turned on.

DST indicator

E-21

Note
 Scrolling of the World Time city name will stop after about two minutes. To re-
start scrolling, press A.

 �  Use 2  B and D to scroll through the World Time Mode city names.

See “City Name List” (back of this manual).
 Scrolling to a city name displays the current time in that city. 
 Holding down either button scrolls at high speed. 
 To display the UTC city name (UTC offset 0), press  B and D at the same 
time.

 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 3  C four times.

E-20

World Time
World Time lets you display the current time in any one of 100 cities (35 time zones) 
around the world.

To view the times in other time zones

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press 1  C to enter the World Time Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

 [WT100] will appear on the display for about 1  
one second, and then the name of the 
currently selected World Time city will scroll 
across the display.

Current date in 
World Time city

Current time in 
World Time cityCity name
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 �  To change an alarm time setting, hold down 3  A for about two seconds until 
the hour digits of the current alarm time start to fl ash.

 [SET Hold] will appear on the display. After that, [SET 
Hold] will disappear and the hour digits will fl ash.

 �  Each press of 4  C causes the fl ashing to move between the hour and the 
minutes digits.
 The fl ashing digits are the ones that are selected.

 �  Use 5  B and D to change the fl ashing setting, and set the hour and minutes 
you want.

 Holding down either button scrolls the setting at high speed. 
 If you are using 12-hour timekeeping, the PM indicator will appear for times  
between noon and 11:59 p.m.

E-28

Hourly time signal
: Hourly time signal does not sound.

: Hourly time signal sounds every hour on the hour.

 The Alarm indicator is displayed while an alarm is turned on, while the Hourly 
time signal indicator is displayed while the hourly time signal is turned on.
When the snooze alarm is turned on, both the alarm indicator and the snooze 
indicator are displayed.

Hourly time signal on

Hourly time signal indicator

Alarm on

Alarm indicatorSnooze indicator
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 �  Use 2  B to select the alarm type or to toggle the hourly time signal between 
on and off.

 Alarm 1 to 4
: Alarm does not sound.

: Alarm sounds only once at the preset time and does not sound again after 
that.

: Alarm sounds at the preset time each day.

  Snooze alarm
: Alarm does not sound.

: Alarm sounds at the preset time each day, and up to seven times at fi ve-
minute intervals thereafter.

E-26

To change an alarm setting

 �  In the Alarm Mode, use 1  D to select the alarm whose setting you want to 
change.

Alarm 1
( )

D D
Alarm 2

( )
Alarm 3

( )

Alarm 4
( )

Hourly Time 
Signal ( )

Snooze alarm
( )

DD

D D
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Alarm setting screen

Alarm number

Current time

Hourly time signal setting screen

Current time

Note
 If you do not perform any operation for about two or three minutes while in the Alarm 
Mode, the watch will automatically return to the Timekeeping Mode.

E-24

Alarms and Hourly Time Signal
You can set up to fi ve different alarms. When any one of the alarm times is reached 
the watch will sound an alarm tone and fl ash its display illumination, or it will vibrate 
for about 10 seconds. The hourly time signal causes the watch to sound a tone and 
fl ash its display illumination or to vibrate every hour on the hour.

See “To change the alarm/timer alert method” (page E-44).

To enter the Alarm Mode

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press C twice to enter the Alarm Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

 [ALARM] will appear on the display for about one second. After that, an alarm 
setting screen (Alarm 1 through Alarm 5, or hourly time signal) will appear.

E-23

Note
 Summer time, or Daylight Saving Time (DST) as it is known in some countries,  
calls for setting clocks ahead one hour from standard time during the summer 
season. Note that the period during which and the areas where summer time is 
applied depend on each country. Some countries or geographic areas may not use 
summer time.
 The DST indicator will be on the display and timekeeping will be advanced by one  
hour when summer time is turned on.
 The summer time setting cannot be changed for the UTC World Time zone. 
 The summer time setting is applied to the currently selected time zone only. A  
setting confi gured for one time zone does not affect any other time zone.

E-22

To confi gure the Summer Time (DST) setting

 �  In the World Time Mode, hold down A for about two seconds.

 [DST Hold] will appear on the display. After that,  
[DST Hold] will disappear and the summer time 
setting will toggle to either on or off.
  DST on the display indicates that summer time is 
turned on.

DST indicator

E-21

Note
 Scrolling of the World Time city name will stop after about two minutes. To re-
start scrolling, press A.

 �  Use 2  B and D to scroll through the World Time Mode city names.

See “City Name List” (back of this manual).
 Scrolling to a city name displays the current time in that city. 
 Holding down either button scrolls at high speed. 
 To display the UTC city name (UTC offset 0), press  B and D at the same 
time.

 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 3  C four times.

E-20

World Time
World Time lets you display the current time in any one of 100 cities (35 time zones) 
around the world.

To view the times in other time zones

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press 1  C to enter the World Time Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

 [WT100] will appear on the display for about 1  
one second, and then the name of the 
currently selected World Time city will scroll 
across the display.

Current date in 
World Time city

Current time in 
World Time cityCity name
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 �  To change an alarm time setting, hold down 3  A for about two seconds until 
the hour digits of the current alarm time start to fl ash.

 [SET Hold] will appear on the display. After that, [SET 
Hold] will disappear and the hour digits will fl ash.

 �  Each press of 4  C causes the fl ashing to move between the hour and the 
minutes digits.
 The fl ashing digits are the ones that are selected.

 �  Use 5  B and D to change the fl ashing setting, and set the hour and minutes 
you want.

 Holding down either button scrolls the setting at high speed. 
 If you are using 12-hour timekeeping, the PM indicator will appear for times  
between noon and 11:59 p.m.

E-28

Hourly time signal
: Hourly time signal does not sound.

: Hourly time signal sounds every hour on the hour.

 The Alarm indicator is displayed while an alarm is turned on, while the Hourly 
time signal indicator is displayed while the hourly time signal is turned on.
When the snooze alarm is turned on, both the alarm indicator and the snooze 
indicator are displayed.

Hourly time signal on

Hourly time signal indicator

Alarm on

Alarm indicatorSnooze indicator
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 �  Use 2  B to select the alarm type or to toggle the hourly time signal between 
on and off.

 Alarm 1 to 4
: Alarm does not sound.

: Alarm sounds only once at the preset time and does not sound again after 
that.

: Alarm sounds at the preset time each day.

  Snooze alarm
: Alarm does not sound.

: Alarm sounds at the preset time each day, and up to seven times at fi ve-
minute intervals thereafter.

E-26

To change an alarm setting

 �  In the Alarm Mode, use 1  D to select the alarm whose setting you want to 
change.

Alarm 1
( )

D D
Alarm 2

( )
Alarm 3

( )

Alarm 4
( )

Hourly Time 
Signal ( )

Snooze alarm
( )

DD

D D
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Alarm setting screen

Alarm number

Current time

Hourly time signal setting screen

Current time

Note
 If you do not perform any operation for about two or three minutes while in the Alarm 
Mode, the watch will automatically return to the Timekeeping Mode.

E-24

Alarms and Hourly Time Signal
You can set up to fi ve different alarms. When any one of the alarm times is reached 
the watch will sound an alarm tone and fl ash its display illumination, or it will vibrate 
for about 10 seconds. The hourly time signal causes the watch to sound a tone and 
fl ash its display illumination or to vibrate every hour on the hour.

See “To change the alarm/timer alert method” (page E-44).

To enter the Alarm Mode

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press C twice to enter the Alarm Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

 [ALARM] will appear on the display for about one second. After that, an alarm 
setting screen (Alarm 1 through Alarm 5, or hourly time signal) will appear.
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Note
 Summer time, or Daylight Saving Time (DST) as it is known in some countries,  
calls for setting clocks ahead one hour from standard time during the summer 
season. Note that the period during which and the areas where summer time is 
applied depend on each country. Some countries or geographic areas may not use 
summer time.
 The DST indicator will be on the display and timekeeping will be advanced by one  
hour when summer time is turned on.
 The summer time setting cannot be changed for the UTC World Time zone. 
 The summer time setting is applied to the currently selected time zone only. A  
setting confi gured for one time zone does not affect any other time zone.

E-22

To confi gure the Summer Time (DST) setting

 �  In the World Time Mode, hold down A for about two seconds.

 [DST Hold] will appear on the display. After that,  
[DST Hold] will disappear and the summer time 
setting will toggle to either on or off.
  DST on the display indicates that summer time is 
turned on.

DST indicator

E-21

Note
 Scrolling of the World Time city name will stop after about two minutes. To re-
start scrolling, press A.

 �  Use 2  B and D to scroll through the World Time Mode city names.

See “City Name List” (back of this manual).
 Scrolling to a city name displays the current time in that city. 
 Holding down either button scrolls at high speed. 
 To display the UTC city name (UTC offset 0), press  B and D at the same 
time.

 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 3  C four times.

E-20

World Time
World Time lets you display the current time in any one of 100 cities (35 time zones) 
around the world.

To view the times in other time zones

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press 1  C to enter the World Time Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

 [WT100] will appear on the display for about 1  
one second, and then the name of the 
currently selected World Time city will scroll 
across the display.

Current date in 
World Time city

Current time in 
World Time cityCity name
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 �  To change an alarm time setting, hold down 3  A for about two seconds until 
the hour digits of the current alarm time start to fl ash.

 [SET Hold] will appear on the display. After that, [SET 
Hold] will disappear and the hour digits will fl ash.

 �  Each press of 4  C causes the fl ashing to move between the hour and the 
minutes digits.
 The fl ashing digits are the ones that are selected.

 �  Use 5  B and D to change the fl ashing setting, and set the hour and minutes 
you want.

 Holding down either button scrolls the setting at high speed. 
 If you are using 12-hour timekeeping, the PM indicator will appear for times  
between noon and 11:59 p.m.

E-28

Hourly time signal
: Hourly time signal does not sound.

: Hourly time signal sounds every hour on the hour.

 The Alarm indicator is displayed while an alarm is turned on, while the Hourly 
time signal indicator is displayed while the hourly time signal is turned on.
When the snooze alarm is turned on, both the alarm indicator and the snooze 
indicator are displayed.

Hourly time signal on

Hourly time signal indicator

Alarm on

Alarm indicatorSnooze indicator
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 �  Use 2  B to select the alarm type or to toggle the hourly time signal between 
on and off.

 Alarm 1 to 4
: Alarm does not sound.

: Alarm sounds only once at the preset time and does not sound again after 
that.

: Alarm sounds at the preset time each day.

  Snooze alarm
: Alarm does not sound.

: Alarm sounds at the preset time each day, and up to seven times at fi ve-
minute intervals thereafter.

E-26

To change an alarm setting

 �  In the Alarm Mode, use 1  D to select the alarm whose setting you want to 
change.

Alarm 1
( )

D D
Alarm 2

( )
Alarm 3

( )

Alarm 4
( )

Hourly Time 
Signal ( )

Snooze alarm
( )

DD

D D
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Alarm setting screen

Alarm number

Current time

Hourly time signal setting screen

Current time

Note
 If you do not perform any operation for about two or three minutes while in the Alarm 
Mode, the watch will automatically return to the Timekeeping Mode.

E-24

Alarms and Hourly Time Signal
You can set up to fi ve different alarms. When any one of the alarm times is reached 
the watch will sound an alarm tone and fl ash its display illumination, or it will vibrate 
for about 10 seconds. The hourly time signal causes the watch to sound a tone and 
fl ash its display illumination or to vibrate every hour on the hour.

See “To change the alarm/timer alert method” (page E-44).

To enter the Alarm Mode

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press C twice to enter the Alarm Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

 [ALARM] will appear on the display for about one second. After that, an alarm 
setting screen (Alarm 1 through Alarm 5, or hourly time signal) will appear.
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Note
 Summer time, or Daylight Saving Time (DST) as it is known in some countries,  
calls for setting clocks ahead one hour from standard time during the summer 
season. Note that the period during which and the areas where summer time is 
applied depend on each country. Some countries or geographic areas may not use 
summer time.
 The DST indicator will be on the display and timekeeping will be advanced by one  
hour when summer time is turned on.
 The summer time setting cannot be changed for the UTC World Time zone. 
 The summer time setting is applied to the currently selected time zone only. A  
setting confi gured for one time zone does not affect any other time zone.

E-22

To confi gure the Summer Time (DST) setting

 �  In the World Time Mode, hold down A for about two seconds.

 [DST Hold] will appear on the display. After that,  
[DST Hold] will disappear and the summer time 
setting will toggle to either on or off.
  DST on the display indicates that summer time is 
turned on.

DST indicator

E-21

Note
 Scrolling of the World Time city name will stop after about two minutes. To re-
start scrolling, press A.

 �  Use 2  B and D to scroll through the World Time Mode city names.

See “City Name List” (back of this manual).
 Scrolling to a city name displays the current time in that city. 
 Holding down either button scrolls at high speed. 
 To display the UTC city name (UTC offset 0), press  B and D at the same 
time.

 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 3  C four times.

E-20

World Time
World Time lets you display the current time in any one of 100 cities (35 time zones) 
around the world.

To view the times in other time zones

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press 1  C to enter the World Time Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

 [WT100] will appear on the display for about 1  
one second, and then the name of the 
currently selected World Time city will scroll 
across the display.

Current date in 
World Time city

Current time in 
World Time cityCity name
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 �  To change an alarm time setting, hold down 3  A for about two seconds until 
the hour digits of the current alarm time start to fl ash.

 [SET Hold] will appear on the display. After that, [SET 
Hold] will disappear and the hour digits will fl ash.

 �  Each press of 4  C causes the fl ashing to move between the hour and the 
minutes digits.
 The fl ashing digits are the ones that are selected.

 �  Use 5  B and D to change the fl ashing setting, and set the hour and minutes 
you want.

 Holding down either button scrolls the setting at high speed. 
 If you are using 12-hour timekeeping, the PM indicator will appear for times  
between noon and 11:59 p.m.

E-28

Hourly time signal
: Hourly time signal does not sound.

: Hourly time signal sounds every hour on the hour.

 The Alarm indicator is displayed while an alarm is turned on, while the Hourly 
time signal indicator is displayed while the hourly time signal is turned on.
When the snooze alarm is turned on, both the alarm indicator and the snooze 
indicator are displayed.

Hourly time signal on

Hourly time signal indicator

Alarm on

Alarm indicatorSnooze indicator
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 �  Use 2  B to select the alarm type or to toggle the hourly time signal between 
on and off.

 Alarm 1 to 4
: Alarm does not sound.

: Alarm sounds only once at the preset time and does not sound again after 
that.

: Alarm sounds at the preset time each day.

  Snooze alarm
: Alarm does not sound.

: Alarm sounds at the preset time each day, and up to seven times at fi ve-
minute intervals thereafter.

E-26

To change an alarm setting

 �  In the Alarm Mode, use 1  D to select the alarm whose setting you want to 
change.

Alarm 1
( )

D D
Alarm 2

( )
Alarm 3

( )

Alarm 4
( )

Hourly Time 
Signal ( )

Snooze alarm
( )

DD

D D
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Alarm setting screen

Alarm number

Current time

Hourly time signal setting screen

Current time

Note
 If you do not perform any operation for about two or three minutes while in the Alarm 
Mode, the watch will automatically return to the Timekeeping Mode.

E-24

Alarms and Hourly Time Signal
You can set up to fi ve different alarms. When any one of the alarm times is reached 
the watch will sound an alarm tone and fl ash its display illumination, or it will vibrate 
for about 10 seconds. The hourly time signal causes the watch to sound a tone and 
fl ash its display illumination or to vibrate every hour on the hour.

See “To change the alarm/timer alert method” (page E-44).

To enter the Alarm Mode

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press C twice to enter the Alarm Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

 [ALARM] will appear on the display for about one second. After that, an alarm 
setting screen (Alarm 1 through Alarm 5, or hourly time signal) will appear.

E-23

Note
 Summer time, or Daylight Saving Time (DST) as it is known in some countries,  
calls for setting clocks ahead one hour from standard time during the summer 
season. Note that the period during which and the areas where summer time is 
applied depend on each country. Some countries or geographic areas may not use 
summer time.
 The DST indicator will be on the display and timekeeping will be advanced by one  
hour when summer time is turned on.
 The summer time setting cannot be changed for the UTC World Time zone. 
 The summer time setting is applied to the currently selected time zone only. A  
setting confi gured for one time zone does not affect any other time zone.

E-22

To confi gure the Summer Time (DST) setting

 �  In the World Time Mode, hold down A for about two seconds.

 [DST Hold] will appear on the display. After that,  
[DST Hold] will disappear and the summer time 
setting will toggle to either on or off.
  DST on the display indicates that summer time is 
turned on.

DST indicator

E-21

Note
 Scrolling of the World Time city name will stop after about two minutes. To re-
start scrolling, press A.

 �  Use 2  B and D to scroll through the World Time Mode city names.

See “City Name List” (back of this manual).
 Scrolling to a city name displays the current time in that city. 
 Holding down either button scrolls at high speed. 
 To display the UTC city name (UTC offset 0), press  B and D at the same 
time.

 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 3  C four times.

E-20

World Time
World Time lets you display the current time in any one of 100 cities (35 time zones) 
around the world.

To view the times in other time zones

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press 1  C to enter the World Time Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

 [WT100] will appear on the display for about 1  
one second, and then the name of the 
currently selected World Time city will scroll 
across the display.

Current date in 
World Time city

Current time in 
World Time cityCity name
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 �  To change an alarm time setting, hold down 3  A for about two seconds until 
the hour digits of the current alarm time start to fl ash.

 [SET Hold] will appear on the display. After that, [SET 
Hold] will disappear and the hour digits will fl ash.

 �  Each press of 4  C causes the fl ashing to move between the hour and the 
minutes digits.
 The fl ashing digits are the ones that are selected.

 �  Use 5  B and D to change the fl ashing setting, and set the hour and minutes 
you want.

 Holding down either button scrolls the setting at high speed. 
 If you are using 12-hour timekeeping, the PM indicator will appear for times  
between noon and 11:59 p.m.

E-28

Hourly time signal
: Hourly time signal does not sound.

: Hourly time signal sounds every hour on the hour.

 The Alarm indicator is displayed while an alarm is turned on, while the Hourly 
time signal indicator is displayed while the hourly time signal is turned on.
When the snooze alarm is turned on, both the alarm indicator and the snooze 
indicator are displayed.

Hourly time signal on

Hourly time signal indicator

Alarm on

Alarm indicatorSnooze indicator
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 �  Use 2  B to select the alarm type or to toggle the hourly time signal between 
on and off.

 Alarm 1 to 4
: Alarm does not sound.

: Alarm sounds only once at the preset time and does not sound again after 
that.

: Alarm sounds at the preset time each day.

  Snooze alarm
: Alarm does not sound.

: Alarm sounds at the preset time each day, and up to seven times at fi ve-
minute intervals thereafter.

E-26

To change an alarm setting

 �  In the Alarm Mode, use 1  D to select the alarm whose setting you want to 
change.

Alarm 1
( )

D D
Alarm 2

( )
Alarm 3

( )

Alarm 4
( )

Hourly Time 
Signal ( )

Snooze alarm
( )

DD
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Alarm setting screen

Alarm number

Current time

Hourly time signal setting screen

Current time

Note
 If you do not perform any operation for about two or three minutes while in the Alarm 
Mode, the watch will automatically return to the Timekeeping Mode.

E-24

Alarms and Hourly Time Signal
You can set up to fi ve different alarms. When any one of the alarm times is reached 
the watch will sound an alarm tone and fl ash its display illumination, or it will vibrate 
for about 10 seconds. The hourly time signal causes the watch to sound a tone and 
fl ash its display illumination or to vibrate every hour on the hour.

See “To change the alarm/timer alert method” (page E-44).

To enter the Alarm Mode

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press C twice to enter the Alarm Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

 [ALARM] will appear on the display for about one second. After that, an alarm 
setting screen (Alarm 1 through Alarm 5, or hourly time signal) will appear.
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Note
 Summer time, or Daylight Saving Time (DST) as it is known in some countries,  
calls for setting clocks ahead one hour from standard time during the summer 
season. Note that the period during which and the areas where summer time is 
applied depend on each country. Some countries or geographic areas may not use 
summer time.
 The DST indicator will be on the display and timekeeping will be advanced by one  
hour when summer time is turned on.
 The summer time setting cannot be changed for the UTC World Time zone. 
 The summer time setting is applied to the currently selected time zone only. A  
setting confi gured for one time zone does not affect any other time zone.

E-22

To confi gure the Summer Time (DST) setting

 �  In the World Time Mode, hold down A for about two seconds.

 [DST Hold] will appear on the display. After that,  
[DST Hold] will disappear and the summer time 
setting will toggle to either on or off.
  DST on the display indicates that summer time is 
turned on.

DST indicator

E-21

Note
 Scrolling of the World Time city name will stop after about two minutes. To re-
start scrolling, press A.

 �  Use 2  B and D to scroll through the World Time Mode city names.

See “City Name List” (back of this manual).
 Scrolling to a city name displays the current time in that city. 
 Holding down either button scrolls at high speed. 
 To display the UTC city name (UTC offset 0), press  B and D at the same 
time.

 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 3  C four times.

E-20

World Time
World Time lets you display the current time in any one of 100 cities (35 time zones) 
around the world.

To view the times in other time zones

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press 1  C to enter the World Time Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

 [WT100] will appear on the display for about 1  
one second, and then the name of the 
currently selected World Time city will scroll 
across the display.

Current date in 
World Time city

Current time in 
World Time cityCity name
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 �  To change an alarm time setting, hold down 3  A for about two seconds until 
the hour digits of the current alarm time start to fl ash.

 [SET Hold] will appear on the display. After that, [SET 
Hold] will disappear and the hour digits will fl ash.

 �  Each press of 4  C causes the fl ashing to move between the hour and the 
minutes digits.
 The fl ashing digits are the ones that are selected.

 �  Use 5  B and D to change the fl ashing setting, and set the hour and minutes 
you want.

 Holding down either button scrolls the setting at high speed. 
 If you are using 12-hour timekeeping, the PM indicator will appear for times  
between noon and 11:59 p.m.

E-28

Hourly time signal
: Hourly time signal does not sound.

: Hourly time signal sounds every hour on the hour.

 The Alarm indicator is displayed while an alarm is turned on, while the Hourly 
time signal indicator is displayed while the hourly time signal is turned on.
When the snooze alarm is turned on, both the alarm indicator and the snooze 
indicator are displayed.

Hourly time signal on

Hourly time signal indicator

Alarm on

Alarm indicatorSnooze indicator
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 �  Use 2  B to select the alarm type or to toggle the hourly time signal between 
on and off.

 Alarm 1 to 4
: Alarm does not sound.

: Alarm sounds only once at the preset time and does not sound again after 
that.

: Alarm sounds at the preset time each day.

  Snooze alarm
: Alarm does not sound.

: Alarm sounds at the preset time each day, and up to seven times at fi ve-
minute intervals thereafter.

E-26

To change an alarm setting

 �  In the Alarm Mode, use 1  D to select the alarm whose setting you want to 
change.
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( )

D D
Alarm 2

( )
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Hourly Time 
Signal ( )

Snooze alarm
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DD
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Alarm setting screen
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Note
 If you do not perform any operation for about two or three minutes while in the Alarm 
Mode, the watch will automatically return to the Timekeeping Mode.
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Alarms and Hourly Time Signal
You can set up to fi ve different alarms. When any one of the alarm times is reached 
the watch will sound an alarm tone and fl ash its display illumination, or it will vibrate 
for about 10 seconds. The hourly time signal causes the watch to sound a tone and 
fl ash its display illumination or to vibrate every hour on the hour.

See “To change the alarm/timer alert method” (page E-44).

To enter the Alarm Mode

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press C twice to enter the Alarm Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

 [ALARM] will appear on the display for about one second. After that, an alarm 
setting screen (Alarm 1 through Alarm 5, or hourly time signal) will appear.
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Note
 Summer time, or Daylight Saving Time (DST) as it is known in some countries,  
calls for setting clocks ahead one hour from standard time during the summer 
season. Note that the period during which and the areas where summer time is 
applied depend on each country. Some countries or geographic areas may not use 
summer time.
 The DST indicator will be on the display and timekeeping will be advanced by one  
hour when summer time is turned on.
 The summer time setting cannot be changed for the UTC World Time zone. 
 The summer time setting is applied to the currently selected time zone only. A  
setting confi gured for one time zone does not affect any other time zone.
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To confi gure the Summer Time (DST) setting

 �  In the World Time Mode, hold down A for about two seconds.

 [DST Hold] will appear on the display. After that,  
[DST Hold] will disappear and the summer time 
setting will toggle to either on or off.
  DST on the display indicates that summer time is 
turned on.

DST indicator
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Note
 Scrolling of the World Time city name will stop after about two minutes. To re-
start scrolling, press A.

 �  Use 2  B and D to scroll through the World Time Mode city names.

See “City Name List” (back of this manual).
 Scrolling to a city name displays the current time in that city. 
 Holding down either button scrolls at high speed. 
 To display the UTC city name (UTC offset 0), press  B and D at the same 
time.

 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 3  C four times.
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World Time
World Time lets you display the current time in any one of 100 cities (35 time zones) 
around the world.

To view the times in other time zones

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press 1  C to enter the World Time Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

 [WT100] will appear on the display for about 1  
one second, and then the name of the 
currently selected World Time city will scroll 
across the display.

Current date in 
World Time city

Current time in 
World Time cityCity name
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 �  To change an alarm time setting, hold down 3  A for about two seconds until 
the hour digits of the current alarm time start to fl ash.

 [SET Hold] will appear on the display. After that, [SET 
Hold] will disappear and the hour digits will fl ash.

 �  Each press of 4  C causes the fl ashing to move between the hour and the 
minutes digits.
 The fl ashing digits are the ones that are selected.

 �  Use 5  B and D to change the fl ashing setting, and set the hour and minutes 
you want.

 Holding down either button scrolls the setting at high speed. 
 If you are using 12-hour timekeeping, the PM indicator will appear for times  
between noon and 11:59 p.m.
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Hourly time signal
: Hourly time signal does not sound.

: Hourly time signal sounds every hour on the hour.

 The Alarm indicator is displayed while an alarm is turned on, while the Hourly 
time signal indicator is displayed while the hourly time signal is turned on.
When the snooze alarm is turned on, both the alarm indicator and the snooze 
indicator are displayed.

Hourly time signal on

Hourly time signal indicator

Alarm on

Alarm indicatorSnooze indicator
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 �  Use 2  B to select the alarm type or to toggle the hourly time signal between 
on and off.

 Alarm 1 to 4
: Alarm does not sound.

: Alarm sounds only once at the preset time and does not sound again after 
that.

: Alarm sounds at the preset time each day.

  Snooze alarm
: Alarm does not sound.

: Alarm sounds at the preset time each day, and up to seven times at fi ve-
minute intervals thereafter.
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To change an alarm setting

 �  In the Alarm Mode, use 1  D to select the alarm whose setting you want to 
change.

Alarm 1
( )

D D
Alarm 2

( )
Alarm 3

( )

Alarm 4
( )

Hourly Time 
Signal ( )

Snooze alarm
( )

DD

D D
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Alarm setting screen

Alarm number

Current time

Hourly time signal setting screen

Current time

Note
 If you do not perform any operation for about two or three minutes while in the Alarm 
Mode, the watch will automatically return to the Timekeeping Mode.
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Alarms and Hourly Time Signal
You can set up to fi ve different alarms. When any one of the alarm times is reached 
the watch will sound an alarm tone and fl ash its display illumination, or it will vibrate 
for about 10 seconds. The hourly time signal causes the watch to sound a tone and 
fl ash its display illumination or to vibrate every hour on the hour.

See “To change the alarm/timer alert method” (page E-44).

To enter the Alarm Mode

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press C twice to enter the Alarm Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

 [ALARM] will appear on the display for about one second. After that, an alarm 
setting screen (Alarm 1 through Alarm 5, or hourly time signal) will appear.
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Note
 Summer time, or Daylight Saving Time (DST) as it is known in some countries,  
calls for setting clocks ahead one hour from standard time during the summer 
season. Note that the period during which and the areas where summer time is 
applied depend on each country. Some countries or geographic areas may not use 
summer time.
 The DST indicator will be on the display and timekeeping will be advanced by one  
hour when summer time is turned on.
 The summer time setting cannot be changed for the UTC World Time zone. 
 The summer time setting is applied to the currently selected time zone only. A  
setting confi gured for one time zone does not affect any other time zone.

E-22

To confi gure the Summer Time (DST) setting

 �  In the World Time Mode, hold down A for about two seconds.

 [DST Hold] will appear on the display. After that,  
[DST Hold] will disappear and the summer time 
setting will toggle to either on or off.
  DST on the display indicates that summer time is 
turned on.

DST indicator
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Note
 Scrolling of the World Time city name will stop after about two minutes. To re-
start scrolling, press A.

 �  Use 2  B and D to scroll through the World Time Mode city names.

See “City Name List” (back of this manual).
 Scrolling to a city name displays the current time in that city. 
 Holding down either button scrolls at high speed. 
 To display the UTC city name (UTC offset 0), press  B and D at the same 
time.

 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 3  C four times.

E-20

World Time
World Time lets you display the current time in any one of 100 cities (35 time zones) 
around the world.

To view the times in other time zones

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press 1  C to enter the World Time Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

 [WT100] will appear on the display for about 1  
one second, and then the name of the 
currently selected World Time city will scroll 
across the display.

Current date in 
World Time city

Current time in 
World Time cityCity name



Bruksanvisning 3403
6. När du har utfört alla önskade inställningar trycker du A för att lämna inställningsdisplayen.

7. För att återgå till Tidvisningsfunktionen, tryck C tre gånger.

Att stoppa en ljud-/vibrationssignal

■ Tryck på valfri knapp för att stoppa en pågående ljud-/vibrationssignal.

Att testa alarmet

■ I Alarmfunktionen, tryck och håll inne D för att testa ljud-/vibrationssignalen.
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Att mäta tid med stoppuret

Nedan visas stoppurets knappfunktioner.
 
■ Förfluten tid/ackumulerad tid

■ Mellantid (paused avläsning av förfluten tid)

Om du trycker B medan tidtagningen pågår visas mellantiden ([SPLIT] blinkar) samtidigt som 
tidtagningen fortsätter internt.
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Timer
Timerns starttid kan ställas in i steg om en sekund upp till 24 timmar. Klockan ger en ljudsig-
nal och blinkar med displaybelysningen eller vibrerar när timerns nedräkning når noll. 

Se ”Att ändra signalmetod for alarm/timer” (sida E-44).

Observera!
Du kan starta en timernedräkning medan klockan befinner sig i Tidvisningsfunktionen.
Se ”Användning av Timern i Tidvisningsfunktionen” (sida E-39) för mer information.
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Att ställa in timerns starttid

1. I Timerfunktionen, tryck och håll inne A i ca två sekunder.
  
  [SET Hold] visas på displayen. Därefter försvinner [SET
  Hold] och timsiffrorna blinkar.

  Observera!
  ■ Om en timernedräkning pågår, tryck D för att stoppa den och  
  sedan B för nollställa timern till dess starttid innan ovanstående  
  steg utförs.
  ■ Om en timernedräkning är pausad trycker du B för nollställa  
  timern till dess starttid innan ovanstående steg utförs.

2. Använd C för att flytta blinkanket mellan timmar, minuter och sekunder. 
De blinkande siffrorna är de som är valda.
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Att utföra en nedräkning

■ Nedan visas knappfunktionerna för en nedräkning.

Observera!
■ En ljud-/vibrationssignal ges i ca 10 sekunder när nedräkningen når noll, och displayen 
återgår till att visa innehållet som visades innan nedräkningen startades.
■ Även om du lämnar Timerfunktionen medan en timernedräkning pågår, kommer nedräk-
ningen att fortsätta och ljud-/vibrationssignalen ges när nedräkningen når noll.
■ En timerindikator blinkar medan nedräkningen pågår.
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Stoppur
Stoppuret mäter tiden i 1/100-dels sekunder upp till 999 timmar, 59 minuter och 59,99 sek-
under. Den uppmätta tiden återgår automatiskt till noll och tidtagningen fortsätter därifrån när 
stoppuret har nått maxgränsen.

Att gå till Stoppursfunktionen

  ■ I Tidvisningsfunktionen, tryck C tre gånger för att gå till 
  Stoppursfunktionen.

  Se ”Funktionslägen” (sida E-12).
  
  [STW] visas på displayen i ca en sekund, och sedan visas 
  stoppursdisplayen.
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Observera!
■ När tidtagningen har startats fortsätter den tills du trycker D för att stoppa den, även om du 
växlar till en annan funktion eller om stoppuret når maxgränsen.
■ Om du växlar till en annan funktion medan mellantiden visas på displayen kommer visningen 
av mellantiden att avbrytas.
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Att gå till Timerfunktionen

  ■ I Tidvisningsfunktionen, tryck C fyra gånger för att gå till  
  Timerfunktionen.

  Se ”Funktionslägen” (sida E-12).
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3. Använd B och D för att ändra den för tillfället valda inställningen (timmar, minuter 
eller sekunder).
■ Tryck och håll inne någon av knapparna för att scrolla inställningen med hög hastighet.
■ För att ange en starttid på 24 timmar, ställ in timern på 0H 00’00”.

4. När du har utfört alla önskade inställningar trycker du A för att lämna 
inställningsdisplayen.
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Användning av Timern i Tidvisningsfunktionen 

◊ Att starta en timernedräkning
■ I Tidvisningsfunktionen, tryck D.
Detta får displayen för veckodagen och datumet att ändras till en timerdisplay.

E-39
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Using the Timer in the Timekeeping Mode

To start a timer countdown �

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press D.
This will cause the day of the week and day display to change to a timer display.

Timer indicator

Timer

D
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To perform a countdown

 �  The following shows button operations for a countdown.

D D D D B

Start Stop (Restart) (Stop) Reset

Note
 A tone/vibration alert is performed for about 10 seconds when the end of the  
countdown is reached, and the display returns to the screen that was shown 
before the countdown was started.
 Even if you exit the Timer Mode while a timer countdown is ongoing, the  
countdown will continue and the tone/vibration alert operation will be performed 
when the end of the countdown is reached.
 A timer indicator fl ashes while a countdown operation is in progress. 
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 �  Use 3  B and D to change the currently selected setting (hours, minutes, or 
seconds).

 Holding down either button scrolls the setting at high speed. 
 To specify a start time of 24 hours, set the timer to 0H 00'00". 

 �  After all the settings are the way you want, press 4  A to exit the setting 
screen.
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To set the timer start time

 �  In the Timer Mode, hold down 1  A for about two seconds.

 [SET Hold] will appear on the display. After that, [SET 
Hold] will disappear and the hours digits will fl ash.

Note
 If a timer countdown operation is in progress, press  
D to stop it and then press B to reset the timer to 
its start time before performing the above step.
 If a timer countdown operation is paused, press  B 
to reset the timer to its start time before performing 
the above step.

 �  Use 2  C to move the fl ashing between the hours, minutes, and seconds.
 The fl ashing digits are the ones that are selected.
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To enter the Timer Mode

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press C four 
times to enter the Timer Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

Seconds

Minutes 1/10 secondHours

Current time
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Timer
The timer start time can be set in one-second increments up to 24 hours. The watch 
will sound a tone and fl ash its display illumination, or it will vibrate when the end of 
the timer countdown is reached.

See “To change the alarm/timer alert method” (page E-44).

Note
You can start a timer countdown operation while in the Timekeeping Mode.
See “Using the Timer in the Timekeeping Mode” (page E-39) for more information.
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Note
 Once started, elapsed time measurement continues until you press  D to stop 
it, even if you change to a different mode and even if the stopwatch reaches the 
elapsed time measurement limit.
 If you change to another mode while a split time is frozen on the display, split time  
display will be canceled.
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To measure time with the stopwatch

 �  The following shows button operations for stopwatch operations.

 Elapsed time/cumulative time 

D D D D B

Start Stop (Restart) (Stop) Reset

 Split time (paused elapsed time reading) 

D B B D B

Start Split Split time display 
cancel

Stop Reset

 Pressing B while timing is being performed displays the split time (with [SPLIT] 
fl ashing), but elapsed timing continues internally.
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Stopwatch
The stopwatch measures elapsed time in units of 1/100 seconds up to 999 hours, 
59 minutes, 59.99 seconds. Elapsed time returns to zero automatically and timing 
continues from there when the maximum limit is reached.

To enter the Stopwatch Mode

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press C three 
times to enter the Stopwatch Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

 [STW] will appear on the display for about 
one second, and then the stopwatch screen 
will appear.

Seconds

Minutes 1/100 secondHours

Current time
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 �  After all the settings are the way you want, press 6  A to exit the setting 
screen.

 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 7  C three times.

To stop a tone/vibration alert operation

 �  Pressing any one of the buttons will stop an ongoing tone/vibration alert 
operation.

To test the alarm

 �  In the Alarm Mode, hold down D to perform the tone/vibration alert 
operations.
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Using the Timer in the Timekeeping Mode

To start a timer countdown �

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press D.
This will cause the day of the week and day display to change to a timer display.

Timer indicator

Timer

D
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To perform a countdown

 �  The following shows button operations for a countdown.

D D D D B

Start Stop (Restart) (Stop) Reset

Note
 A tone/vibration alert is performed for about 10 seconds when the end of the  
countdown is reached, and the display returns to the screen that was shown 
before the countdown was started.
 Even if you exit the Timer Mode while a timer countdown is ongoing, the  
countdown will continue and the tone/vibration alert operation will be performed 
when the end of the countdown is reached.
 A timer indicator fl ashes while a countdown operation is in progress. 
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 �  Use 3  B and D to change the currently selected setting (hours, minutes, or 
seconds).

 Holding down either button scrolls the setting at high speed. 
 To specify a start time of 24 hours, set the timer to 0H 00'00". 

 �  After all the settings are the way you want, press 4  A to exit the setting 
screen.
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To set the timer start time

 �  In the Timer Mode, hold down 1  A for about two seconds.

 [SET Hold] will appear on the display. After that, [SET 
Hold] will disappear and the hours digits will fl ash.

Note
 If a timer countdown operation is in progress, press  
D to stop it and then press B to reset the timer to 
its start time before performing the above step.
 If a timer countdown operation is paused, press  B 
to reset the timer to its start time before performing 
the above step.

 �  Use 2  C to move the fl ashing between the hours, minutes, and seconds.
 The fl ashing digits are the ones that are selected.

E-35

To enter the Timer Mode

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press C four 
times to enter the Timer Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

Seconds

Minutes 1/10 secondHours

Current time
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Timer
The timer start time can be set in one-second increments up to 24 hours. The watch 
will sound a tone and fl ash its display illumination, or it will vibrate when the end of 
the timer countdown is reached.

See “To change the alarm/timer alert method” (page E-44).

Note
You can start a timer countdown operation while in the Timekeeping Mode.
See “Using the Timer in the Timekeeping Mode” (page E-39) for more information.
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Note
 Once started, elapsed time measurement continues until you press  D to stop 
it, even if you change to a different mode and even if the stopwatch reaches the 
elapsed time measurement limit.
 If you change to another mode while a split time is frozen on the display, split time  
display will be canceled.
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To measure time with the stopwatch

 �  The following shows button operations for stopwatch operations.

 Elapsed time/cumulative time 

D D D D B

Start Stop (Restart) (Stop) Reset

 Split time (paused elapsed time reading) 

D B B D B

Start Split Split time display 
cancel

Stop Reset

 Pressing B while timing is being performed displays the split time (with [SPLIT] 
fl ashing), but elapsed timing continues internally.
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Stopwatch
The stopwatch measures elapsed time in units of 1/100 seconds up to 999 hours, 
59 minutes, 59.99 seconds. Elapsed time returns to zero automatically and timing 
continues from there when the maximum limit is reached.

To enter the Stopwatch Mode

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press C three 
times to enter the Stopwatch Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

 [STW] will appear on the display for about 
one second, and then the stopwatch screen 
will appear.

Seconds

Minutes 1/100 secondHours

Current time
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 �  After all the settings are the way you want, press 6  A to exit the setting 
screen.

 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 7  C three times.

To stop a tone/vibration alert operation

 �  Pressing any one of the buttons will stop an ongoing tone/vibration alert 
operation.

To test the alarm

 �  In the Alarm Mode, hold down D to perform the tone/vibration alert 
operations.
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Using the Timer in the Timekeeping Mode

To start a timer countdown �

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press D.
This will cause the day of the week and day display to change to a timer display.

Timer indicator

Timer

D
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To perform a countdown

 �  The following shows button operations for a countdown.

D D D D B

Start Stop (Restart) (Stop) Reset

Note
 A tone/vibration alert is performed for about 10 seconds when the end of the  
countdown is reached, and the display returns to the screen that was shown 
before the countdown was started.
 Even if you exit the Timer Mode while a timer countdown is ongoing, the  
countdown will continue and the tone/vibration alert operation will be performed 
when the end of the countdown is reached.
 A timer indicator fl ashes while a countdown operation is in progress. 
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 �  Use 3  B and D to change the currently selected setting (hours, minutes, or 
seconds).

 Holding down either button scrolls the setting at high speed. 
 To specify a start time of 24 hours, set the timer to 0H 00'00". 

 �  After all the settings are the way you want, press 4  A to exit the setting 
screen.
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To set the timer start time

 �  In the Timer Mode, hold down 1  A for about two seconds.

 [SET Hold] will appear on the display. After that, [SET 
Hold] will disappear and the hours digits will fl ash.

Note
 If a timer countdown operation is in progress, press  
D to stop it and then press B to reset the timer to 
its start time before performing the above step.
 If a timer countdown operation is paused, press  B 
to reset the timer to its start time before performing 
the above step.

 �  Use 2  C to move the fl ashing between the hours, minutes, and seconds.
 The fl ashing digits are the ones that are selected.

E-35

To enter the Timer Mode

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press C four 
times to enter the Timer Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

Seconds

Minutes 1/10 secondHours

Current time
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Timer
The timer start time can be set in one-second increments up to 24 hours. The watch 
will sound a tone and fl ash its display illumination, or it will vibrate when the end of 
the timer countdown is reached.

See “To change the alarm/timer alert method” (page E-44).

Note
You can start a timer countdown operation while in the Timekeeping Mode.
See “Using the Timer in the Timekeeping Mode” (page E-39) for more information.
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Note
 Once started, elapsed time measurement continues until you press  D to stop 
it, even if you change to a different mode and even if the stopwatch reaches the 
elapsed time measurement limit.
 If you change to another mode while a split time is frozen on the display, split time  
display will be canceled.
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To measure time with the stopwatch

 �  The following shows button operations for stopwatch operations.

 Elapsed time/cumulative time 

D D D D B

Start Stop (Restart) (Stop) Reset

 Split time (paused elapsed time reading) 

D B B D B

Start Split Split time display 
cancel

Stop Reset

 Pressing B while timing is being performed displays the split time (with [SPLIT] 
fl ashing), but elapsed timing continues internally.
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Stopwatch
The stopwatch measures elapsed time in units of 1/100 seconds up to 999 hours, 
59 minutes, 59.99 seconds. Elapsed time returns to zero automatically and timing 
continues from there when the maximum limit is reached.

To enter the Stopwatch Mode

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press C three 
times to enter the Stopwatch Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

 [STW] will appear on the display for about 
one second, and then the stopwatch screen 
will appear.

Seconds

Minutes 1/100 secondHours

Current time
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 �  After all the settings are the way you want, press 6  A to exit the setting 
screen.

 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 7  C three times.

To stop a tone/vibration alert operation

 �  Pressing any one of the buttons will stop an ongoing tone/vibration alert 
operation.

To test the alarm

 �  In the Alarm Mode, hold down D to perform the tone/vibration alert 
operations.
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Using the Timer in the Timekeeping Mode

To start a timer countdown �

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press D.
This will cause the day of the week and day display to change to a timer display.

Timer indicator

Timer

D
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To perform a countdown

 �  The following shows button operations for a countdown.

D D D D B

Start Stop (Restart) (Stop) Reset

Note
 A tone/vibration alert is performed for about 10 seconds when the end of the  
countdown is reached, and the display returns to the screen that was shown 
before the countdown was started.
 Even if you exit the Timer Mode while a timer countdown is ongoing, the  
countdown will continue and the tone/vibration alert operation will be performed 
when the end of the countdown is reached.
 A timer indicator fl ashes while a countdown operation is in progress. 
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 �  Use 3  B and D to change the currently selected setting (hours, minutes, or 
seconds).

 Holding down either button scrolls the setting at high speed. 
 To specify a start time of 24 hours, set the timer to 0H 00'00". 

 �  After all the settings are the way you want, press 4  A to exit the setting 
screen.
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To set the timer start time

 �  In the Timer Mode, hold down 1  A for about two seconds.

 [SET Hold] will appear on the display. After that, [SET 
Hold] will disappear and the hours digits will fl ash.

Note
 If a timer countdown operation is in progress, press  
D to stop it and then press B to reset the timer to 
its start time before performing the above step.
 If a timer countdown operation is paused, press  B 
to reset the timer to its start time before performing 
the above step.

 �  Use 2  C to move the fl ashing between the hours, minutes, and seconds.
 The fl ashing digits are the ones that are selected.
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To enter the Timer Mode

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press C four 
times to enter the Timer Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

Seconds

Minutes 1/10 secondHours

Current time
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Timer
The timer start time can be set in one-second increments up to 24 hours. The watch 
will sound a tone and fl ash its display illumination, or it will vibrate when the end of 
the timer countdown is reached.

See “To change the alarm/timer alert method” (page E-44).

Note
You can start a timer countdown operation while in the Timekeeping Mode.
See “Using the Timer in the Timekeeping Mode” (page E-39) for more information.
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Note
 Once started, elapsed time measurement continues until you press  D to stop 
it, even if you change to a different mode and even if the stopwatch reaches the 
elapsed time measurement limit.
 If you change to another mode while a split time is frozen on the display, split time  
display will be canceled.
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To measure time with the stopwatch

 �  The following shows button operations for stopwatch operations.

 Elapsed time/cumulative time 

D D D D B

Start Stop (Restart) (Stop) Reset

 Split time (paused elapsed time reading) 

D B B D B

Start Split Split time display 
cancel

Stop Reset

 Pressing B while timing is being performed displays the split time (with [SPLIT] 
fl ashing), but elapsed timing continues internally.
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Stopwatch
The stopwatch measures elapsed time in units of 1/100 seconds up to 999 hours, 
59 minutes, 59.99 seconds. Elapsed time returns to zero automatically and timing 
continues from there when the maximum limit is reached.

To enter the Stopwatch Mode

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press C three 
times to enter the Stopwatch Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

 [STW] will appear on the display for about 
one second, and then the stopwatch screen 
will appear.

Seconds

Minutes 1/100 secondHours

Current time
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 �  After all the settings are the way you want, press 6  A to exit the setting 
screen.

 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 7  C three times.

To stop a tone/vibration alert operation

 �  Pressing any one of the buttons will stop an ongoing tone/vibration alert 
operation.

To test the alarm

 �  In the Alarm Mode, hold down D to perform the tone/vibration alert 
operations.
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Using the Timer in the Timekeeping Mode

To start a timer countdown �

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press D.
This will cause the day of the week and day display to change to a timer display.

Timer indicator

Timer

D
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To perform a countdown

 �  The following shows button operations for a countdown.

D D D D B

Start Stop (Restart) (Stop) Reset

Note
 A tone/vibration alert is performed for about 10 seconds when the end of the  
countdown is reached, and the display returns to the screen that was shown 
before the countdown was started.
 Even if you exit the Timer Mode while a timer countdown is ongoing, the  
countdown will continue and the tone/vibration alert operation will be performed 
when the end of the countdown is reached.
 A timer indicator fl ashes while a countdown operation is in progress. 
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 �  Use 3  B and D to change the currently selected setting (hours, minutes, or 
seconds).

 Holding down either button scrolls the setting at high speed. 
 To specify a start time of 24 hours, set the timer to 0H 00'00". 

 �  After all the settings are the way you want, press 4  A to exit the setting 
screen.
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To set the timer start time

 �  In the Timer Mode, hold down 1  A for about two seconds.

 [SET Hold] will appear on the display. After that, [SET 
Hold] will disappear and the hours digits will fl ash.

Note
 If a timer countdown operation is in progress, press  
D to stop it and then press B to reset the timer to 
its start time before performing the above step.
 If a timer countdown operation is paused, press  B 
to reset the timer to its start time before performing 
the above step.

 �  Use 2  C to move the fl ashing between the hours, minutes, and seconds.
 The fl ashing digits are the ones that are selected.
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To enter the Timer Mode

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press C four 
times to enter the Timer Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

Seconds

Minutes 1/10 secondHours

Current time
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Timer
The timer start time can be set in one-second increments up to 24 hours. The watch 
will sound a tone and fl ash its display illumination, or it will vibrate when the end of 
the timer countdown is reached.

See “To change the alarm/timer alert method” (page E-44).

Note
You can start a timer countdown operation while in the Timekeeping Mode.
See “Using the Timer in the Timekeeping Mode” (page E-39) for more information.
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Note
 Once started, elapsed time measurement continues until you press  D to stop 
it, even if you change to a different mode and even if the stopwatch reaches the 
elapsed time measurement limit.
 If you change to another mode while a split time is frozen on the display, split time  
display will be canceled.
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To measure time with the stopwatch

 �  The following shows button operations for stopwatch operations.

 Elapsed time/cumulative time 

D D D D B

Start Stop (Restart) (Stop) Reset

 Split time (paused elapsed time reading) 

D B B D B

Start Split Split time display 
cancel

Stop Reset

 Pressing B while timing is being performed displays the split time (with [SPLIT] 
fl ashing), but elapsed timing continues internally.
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Stopwatch
The stopwatch measures elapsed time in units of 1/100 seconds up to 999 hours, 
59 minutes, 59.99 seconds. Elapsed time returns to zero automatically and timing 
continues from there when the maximum limit is reached.

To enter the Stopwatch Mode

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press C three 
times to enter the Stopwatch Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

 [STW] will appear on the display for about 
one second, and then the stopwatch screen 
will appear.

Seconds

Minutes 1/100 secondHours

Current time
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 �  After all the settings are the way you want, press 6  A to exit the setting 
screen.

 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 7  C three times.

To stop a tone/vibration alert operation

 �  Pressing any one of the buttons will stop an ongoing tone/vibration alert 
operation.

To test the alarm

 �  In the Alarm Mode, hold down D to perform the tone/vibration alert 
operations.
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Using the Timer in the Timekeeping Mode

To start a timer countdown �

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press D.
This will cause the day of the week and day display to change to a timer display.

Timer indicator

Timer

D
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To perform a countdown

 �  The following shows button operations for a countdown.

D D D D B

Start Stop (Restart) (Stop) Reset

Note
 A tone/vibration alert is performed for about 10 seconds when the end of the  
countdown is reached, and the display returns to the screen that was shown 
before the countdown was started.
 Even if you exit the Timer Mode while a timer countdown is ongoing, the  
countdown will continue and the tone/vibration alert operation will be performed 
when the end of the countdown is reached.
 A timer indicator fl ashes while a countdown operation is in progress. 
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 �  Use 3  B and D to change the currently selected setting (hours, minutes, or 
seconds).

 Holding down either button scrolls the setting at high speed. 
 To specify a start time of 24 hours, set the timer to 0H 00'00". 

 �  After all the settings are the way you want, press 4  A to exit the setting 
screen.
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To set the timer start time

 �  In the Timer Mode, hold down 1  A for about two seconds.

 [SET Hold] will appear on the display. After that, [SET 
Hold] will disappear and the hours digits will fl ash.

Note
 If a timer countdown operation is in progress, press  
D to stop it and then press B to reset the timer to 
its start time before performing the above step.
 If a timer countdown operation is paused, press  B 
to reset the timer to its start time before performing 
the above step.

 �  Use 2  C to move the fl ashing between the hours, minutes, and seconds.
 The fl ashing digits are the ones that are selected.
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To enter the Timer Mode

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press C four 
times to enter the Timer Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

Seconds

Minutes 1/10 secondHours

Current time
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Timer
The timer start time can be set in one-second increments up to 24 hours. The watch 
will sound a tone and fl ash its display illumination, or it will vibrate when the end of 
the timer countdown is reached.

See “To change the alarm/timer alert method” (page E-44).

Note
You can start a timer countdown operation while in the Timekeeping Mode.
See “Using the Timer in the Timekeeping Mode” (page E-39) for more information.
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Note
 Once started, elapsed time measurement continues until you press  D to stop 
it, even if you change to a different mode and even if the stopwatch reaches the 
elapsed time measurement limit.
 If you change to another mode while a split time is frozen on the display, split time  
display will be canceled.
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To measure time with the stopwatch

 �  The following shows button operations for stopwatch operations.

 Elapsed time/cumulative time 

D D D D B

Start Stop (Restart) (Stop) Reset

 Split time (paused elapsed time reading) 

D B B D B

Start Split Split time display 
cancel

Stop Reset

 Pressing B while timing is being performed displays the split time (with [SPLIT] 
fl ashing), but elapsed timing continues internally.
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Stopwatch
The stopwatch measures elapsed time in units of 1/100 seconds up to 999 hours, 
59 minutes, 59.99 seconds. Elapsed time returns to zero automatically and timing 
continues from there when the maximum limit is reached.

To enter the Stopwatch Mode

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press C three 
times to enter the Stopwatch Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

 [STW] will appear on the display for about 
one second, and then the stopwatch screen 
will appear.

Seconds

Minutes 1/100 secondHours

Current time
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 �  After all the settings are the way you want, press 6  A to exit the setting 
screen.

 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 7  C three times.

To stop a tone/vibration alert operation

 �  Pressing any one of the buttons will stop an ongoing tone/vibration alert 
operation.

To test the alarm

 �  In the Alarm Mode, hold down D to perform the tone/vibration alert 
operations.
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Using the Timer in the Timekeeping Mode

To start a timer countdown �

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press D.
This will cause the day of the week and day display to change to a timer display.

Timer indicator

Timer

D
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To perform a countdown

 �  The following shows button operations for a countdown.

D D D D B

Start Stop (Restart) (Stop) Reset

Note
 A tone/vibration alert is performed for about 10 seconds when the end of the  
countdown is reached, and the display returns to the screen that was shown 
before the countdown was started.
 Even if you exit the Timer Mode while a timer countdown is ongoing, the  
countdown will continue and the tone/vibration alert operation will be performed 
when the end of the countdown is reached.
 A timer indicator fl ashes while a countdown operation is in progress. 
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 �  Use 3  B and D to change the currently selected setting (hours, minutes, or 
seconds).

 Holding down either button scrolls the setting at high speed. 
 To specify a start time of 24 hours, set the timer to 0H 00'00". 

 �  After all the settings are the way you want, press 4  A to exit the setting 
screen.
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To set the timer start time

 �  In the Timer Mode, hold down 1  A for about two seconds.

 [SET Hold] will appear on the display. After that, [SET 
Hold] will disappear and the hours digits will fl ash.

Note
 If a timer countdown operation is in progress, press  
D to stop it and then press B to reset the timer to 
its start time before performing the above step.
 If a timer countdown operation is paused, press  B 
to reset the timer to its start time before performing 
the above step.

 �  Use 2  C to move the fl ashing between the hours, minutes, and seconds.
 The fl ashing digits are the ones that are selected.
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To enter the Timer Mode

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press C four 
times to enter the Timer Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

Seconds

Minutes 1/10 secondHours

Current time
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Timer
The timer start time can be set in one-second increments up to 24 hours. The watch 
will sound a tone and fl ash its display illumination, or it will vibrate when the end of 
the timer countdown is reached.

See “To change the alarm/timer alert method” (page E-44).

Note
You can start a timer countdown operation while in the Timekeeping Mode.
See “Using the Timer in the Timekeeping Mode” (page E-39) for more information.
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Note
 Once started, elapsed time measurement continues until you press  D to stop 
it, even if you change to a different mode and even if the stopwatch reaches the 
elapsed time measurement limit.
 If you change to another mode while a split time is frozen on the display, split time  
display will be canceled.
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To measure time with the stopwatch

 �  The following shows button operations for stopwatch operations.

 Elapsed time/cumulative time 

D D D D B

Start Stop (Restart) (Stop) Reset

 Split time (paused elapsed time reading) 

D B B D B

Start Split Split time display 
cancel

Stop Reset

 Pressing B while timing is being performed displays the split time (with [SPLIT] 
fl ashing), but elapsed timing continues internally.
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Stopwatch
The stopwatch measures elapsed time in units of 1/100 seconds up to 999 hours, 
59 minutes, 59.99 seconds. Elapsed time returns to zero automatically and timing 
continues from there when the maximum limit is reached.

To enter the Stopwatch Mode

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press C three 
times to enter the Stopwatch Mode.

See “Using Modes” (page E-12).

 [STW] will appear on the display for about 
one second, and then the stopwatch screen 
will appear.

Seconds

Minutes 1/100 secondHours

Current time
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 �  After all the settings are the way you want, press 6  A to exit the setting 
screen.

 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 7  C three times.

To stop a tone/vibration alert operation

 �  Pressing any one of the buttons will stop an ongoing tone/vibration alert 
operation.

To test the alarm

 �  In the Alarm Mode, hold down D to perform the tone/vibration alert 
operations.



Bruksanvisning 3403
Observera!
■ Om en tidigare nedräkning stoppades i Timerfunktionen innan den nått noll, återupptas 
nedräkningen när du trycker D.
■ D-knappen är avaktiverad om en nedräkning som startades i Timerfunktionen fortfarande 
pågår.
■ En pågående nedräkning (som startades antingen i Timerfunktionen eller Tidvisningsfunktio-
nen) kan inte stoppas eller nollställas i Tidvisningsfunktionen.

◊ Att visa timerns starttid
■ I Tidvisningsfunktionen, tryck A.
Detta får timerns starttid (som du ställde in med proceduren på sida E-36) att visas i en sekund 
på displayen istället för veckodagen och datumet.
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Övriga inställningar
Du kan använda procedurerna i detta avsnitt för att aktivera/avaktivera ljudet som låter när du 
trycker på en knapp.
Du kan även välja signalmetod for alarm och timer mellan ljudsignal och blinkande displaybe-
lysning eller vibrationssignal.

Att aktivera/avaktivera knappljudet

  1. I Tidvisningsfunktionen, tryck och håll inne A i ca två 
  sekunder tills inställningsdisplayen för tidszoner visas.
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4. Tryck A för att återgå till Tidvisningsfunktionen.

Observera!
Proceduren ovan påverkar endast knappljudet. Alarmet, timsignalen och slutsignalen påverkas 
inte.

Att ändra signalmetod for alarm/timer

  1. I Tidvisningsfunktionen, tryck och håll inne A i ca två 
  sekunder tills inställningsdisplayen för tidszoner visas.

  2. Tryck C 11 gånger för att visa inställningsdisplayen för  
  signaler.
  Se ”Inställning av aktuell tid och datum” (sida E-15).
  Displayen visar antingen [VIB] eller [FLASH].
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Belysning

Genom att följa proceduren nedan kan du belysa displayen för att underlätta avläsning i 
mörker.

Att belysa displayen
■ Tryck L för att belysa displayen.

Observera!
Belysningen stängs av automatiskt om den är på när ett förinställt alarm aktiveras eller 
nedräkningen når noll.

◊ Försiktighetsåtgärder vid användning av belysning
Om belysningen används ofta kan batteriets livslängd förkortas.
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Att aktivera/avaktivera automatisk belysning

Indikator för automatisk 
belysning PÅ  ■ I Tidvisningsfunktionen, tryck och håll inne L i minst tre  
  sekunder.
  Detta växlar den automatiska belysningen mellan aktiverad 
  (Indikator för automatisk belysning PÅ) och avaktiverad.
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Observera!
■ Om en nedräkning stoppades i Timerfunktionen innan den nått noll, visas den aktuella 
(stoppade) nedräkningstiden när du trycker A i Tidvisningsfunktionen.
■ När en nedräkning pågår visas den på displayen. Du kan växla till displayen för veckodagen 
och datumet genom att trycka A.

Att stoppa en ljud-/vibrationssignal

■ Tryck på valfri knapp för att stoppa en pågående ljud-/vibrationssignal.
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  2. Tryck C nio gånger för att visa inställningsdisplayen för 
  knappljud.

  Se ”Inställning av aktuell tid och datum” (sida E-15).

  Displayen visar antingen [KEY ] eller [MUTE].

              MUTE-indikator
  3. Tryck D för att växla inställning mellan [KEY    ] (PÅ) och  
  [MUTE] (AV).
  När [MUTE] (AV) har valts visas en MUTE-indikator för att indikera  
  att knappljudet är avaktiverat.
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 Vibrationsindikator
  
  3. Tryck D för att växla inställning mellan [VIB] och [FLASH].
  Vibrationsindikatorn visas på displayen när [VIB] har valts.
  
   : vibrationssignal.
  
   : ljudsignal och blinkande displaybelysning.

  4. Tryck A för att återgå till Tidvisningsfunktionen.

◊ Att testa vibrationssignalen
■ I Tidvisningsfunktionen, tryck och håll inne B för att testa vibrationssignalen.
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Användning av automatisk belysning

När den automatiska belysningen är aktiverad, tänds displaybelysningen om du vänder 
klockan mot dig med en vinkel på minst 40˚.

40˚ eller större

Observera!
Den automatiska belysningen avaktiveras automatiskt när ett alarm ljuder.
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Försiktighetsåtgärder vid automatisk belysning

 ■ Det är inte säkert att den automatiska belysningen fungerar korrekt om din arm  
 vinklas horisontellt mer än 15˚ såsom visas i illustrationen.
 ■ Statisk elektricitet eller magnetism kan hindra den automatiska belysningens  
 funktion. Om detta inträffar, försök med att sänka armen och höja den igen.
 ■ Det är möjligt att du hör ett skramlande ljud från klockan när du vinklar den mot 
 ditt ansikte. Detta ljud kommer från den automatiska belysningen och indikerar  
 inte att det är fel på klockan.
 ■ Den automatiska belysningen förblir aktiverad i endast sex timmar, för att  
 sedan avaktiveras automatiskt.
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Auto Light Precautions

 Auto Light may not work properly if your arm is angled horizontally  
15˚ or more as shown in the illustration.
 The presence of static electricity or magnetism can cause Auto  
Light not to work. If this happens, try lowering your arm and 
raising it back up again.
 You may notice a rattling sound inside the watch when you angle  
it towards your face. This is the sound of the Auto Light switch, 
and does not indicate malfunction.
 Auto Light remains enabled only for about six hours. After that it is  
disabled automatically.
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To enable or disable Auto Light

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down L for at least 
three seconds.
 This will toggle Auto Light between enabled (Auto Light 
ON indicator displayed) and disabled.

Auto Light ON indicator
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Using Auto Light

When Auto Light is enabled, angling the watch towards your face at an angle of 40˚ 
or greater will illuminate the display automatically.

40˚ or greater

Note
Auto Light is disabled automatically while an alarm is sounding.
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Illumination
You can use the procedure below to illuminate the display for easy reading in the 
dark.

To illuminate the display

 �  Press L to illuminate the display.

Note
 Illumination will turn off automatically if it is on when an alarm time or the end of a 
countdown is reached.

Light Use Precautions �

Frequent use of the light can shorten battery life.
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 �  Press 3  D to toggle the setting between [VIB] and 
[FLASH].
 The Vibration indicator is shown on the display while 
[VIB] is selected.

: Alert by vibration.

: Alert by tone and fl ashing display 
illumination.

 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 4  A.

To test vibration �

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down B to perform the vibration operation.

Vibration indicator
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 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 4  A.

Note
 The above procedure affects the button operation tone only. The alarm, hourly time 
signal, and time up alarm are not affected.

To change the alarm/timer alert method

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down 1  A for about 
two seconds until the time zone setting screen 
appears.

1  
 �  Press 2  C 11 times to display alert setting screen.
 See “Confi guring Current Time and Date Settings” 
(page E-15).
 The screen will show either [VIB] or [FLASH].
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 �  Press 2  C nine times to display the button 
operation tone setting screen.

 See “Confi guring Current Time and Date Settings” 
(page E-15).

 The screen will show either [KEY ] or [MUTE].

MUTE indicator

 �  Press 3  D to toggle the setting between 
[KEY ] (ON) and [MUTE] (OFF).
 When [MUTE] (OFF) is selected, a MUTE indicator is 
displayed to indicate that the button operation tone 
will not sound.
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Other Settings
You can use the procedures in this section to turn the tone that sounds when you 
press a button on or off.
You can also select either tone and display illumination fl ashing, or vibration as the 
alert method for the alarm and timer.

To turn the button operation tone on or off

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down 1  A for about 
two seconds until the time zone setting screen 
appears.
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Note
 If a countdown was stopped part way through in the Timer Mode, the current  
(stopped) countdown time will be displayed when you press A in the Timekeeping 
Mode.
 While a countdown is in progress, the display will show the countdown. You can  
switch to display of the day of the week and day by pressing A.

To stop a tone/vibration alert operation

 �  Pressing any one of the buttons will stop an ongoing tone/vibration alert 
operation.
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Note
 If a previous countdown was stopped part way through in the Timer Mode,  
pressing D will resume the countdown. 
 The  D button will be disabled if a countdown that was started in the Timer Mode 
is still in progress.
 An ongoing countdown (started in either the Timer Mode or Timekeeping Mode)  
cannot be stopped or reset in the Timekeeping Mode.

To view the timer start time �

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press A.
 This will cause the timer start time (the start time you set with the procedure on 
page E-36) to appear for one second in the display in place of the day of the 
week and day.
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Auto Light Precautions

 Auto Light may not work properly if your arm is angled horizontally  
15˚ or more as shown in the illustration.
 The presence of static electricity or magnetism can cause Auto  
Light not to work. If this happens, try lowering your arm and 
raising it back up again.
 You may notice a rattling sound inside the watch when you angle  
it towards your face. This is the sound of the Auto Light switch, 
and does not indicate malfunction.
 Auto Light remains enabled only for about six hours. After that it is  
disabled automatically.
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To enable or disable Auto Light

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down L for at least 
three seconds.
 This will toggle Auto Light between enabled (Auto Light 
ON indicator displayed) and disabled.

Auto Light ON indicator
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Using Auto Light

When Auto Light is enabled, angling the watch towards your face at an angle of 40˚ 
or greater will illuminate the display automatically.

40˚ or greater

Note
Auto Light is disabled automatically while an alarm is sounding.
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Illumination
You can use the procedure below to illuminate the display for easy reading in the 
dark.

To illuminate the display

 �  Press L to illuminate the display.

Note
 Illumination will turn off automatically if it is on when an alarm time or the end of a 
countdown is reached.

Light Use Precautions �

Frequent use of the light can shorten battery life.
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 �  Press 3  D to toggle the setting between [VIB] and 
[FLASH].
 The Vibration indicator is shown on the display while 
[VIB] is selected.

: Alert by vibration.

: Alert by tone and fl ashing display 
illumination.

 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 4  A.

To test vibration �

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down B to perform the vibration operation.

Vibration indicator
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 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 4  A.

Note
 The above procedure affects the button operation tone only. The alarm, hourly time 
signal, and time up alarm are not affected.

To change the alarm/timer alert method

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down 1  A for about 
two seconds until the time zone setting screen 
appears.

1  
 �  Press 2  C 11 times to display alert setting screen.
 See “Confi guring Current Time and Date Settings” 
(page E-15).
 The screen will show either [VIB] or [FLASH].
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 �  Press 2  C nine times to display the button 
operation tone setting screen.

 See “Confi guring Current Time and Date Settings” 
(page E-15).

 The screen will show either [KEY ] or [MUTE].

MUTE indicator

 �  Press 3  D to toggle the setting between 
[KEY ] (ON) and [MUTE] (OFF).
 When [MUTE] (OFF) is selected, a MUTE indicator is 
displayed to indicate that the button operation tone 
will not sound.
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Other Settings
You can use the procedures in this section to turn the tone that sounds when you 
press a button on or off.
You can also select either tone and display illumination fl ashing, or vibration as the 
alert method for the alarm and timer.

To turn the button operation tone on or off

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down 1  A for about 
two seconds until the time zone setting screen 
appears.
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Note
 If a countdown was stopped part way through in the Timer Mode, the current  
(stopped) countdown time will be displayed when you press A in the Timekeeping 
Mode.
 While a countdown is in progress, the display will show the countdown. You can  
switch to display of the day of the week and day by pressing A.

To stop a tone/vibration alert operation

 �  Pressing any one of the buttons will stop an ongoing tone/vibration alert 
operation.
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Note
 If a previous countdown was stopped part way through in the Timer Mode,  
pressing D will resume the countdown. 
 The  D button will be disabled if a countdown that was started in the Timer Mode 
is still in progress.
 An ongoing countdown (started in either the Timer Mode or Timekeeping Mode)  
cannot be stopped or reset in the Timekeeping Mode.

To view the timer start time �

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press A.
 This will cause the timer start time (the start time you set with the procedure on 
page E-36) to appear for one second in the display in place of the day of the 
week and day.
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Auto Light Precautions

 Auto Light may not work properly if your arm is angled horizontally  
15˚ or more as shown in the illustration.
 The presence of static electricity or magnetism can cause Auto  
Light not to work. If this happens, try lowering your arm and 
raising it back up again.
 You may notice a rattling sound inside the watch when you angle  
it towards your face. This is the sound of the Auto Light switch, 
and does not indicate malfunction.
 Auto Light remains enabled only for about six hours. After that it is  
disabled automatically.
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To enable or disable Auto Light

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down L for at least 
three seconds.
 This will toggle Auto Light between enabled (Auto Light 
ON indicator displayed) and disabled.

Auto Light ON indicator
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Using Auto Light

When Auto Light is enabled, angling the watch towards your face at an angle of 40˚ 
or greater will illuminate the display automatically.

40˚ or greater

Note
Auto Light is disabled automatically while an alarm is sounding.
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Illumination
You can use the procedure below to illuminate the display for easy reading in the 
dark.

To illuminate the display

 �  Press L to illuminate the display.

Note
 Illumination will turn off automatically if it is on when an alarm time or the end of a 
countdown is reached.

Light Use Precautions �

Frequent use of the light can shorten battery life.
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 �  Press 3  D to toggle the setting between [VIB] and 
[FLASH].
 The Vibration indicator is shown on the display while 
[VIB] is selected.

: Alert by vibration.

: Alert by tone and fl ashing display 
illumination.

 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 4  A.

To test vibration �

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down B to perform the vibration operation.

Vibration indicator
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 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 4  A.

Note
 The above procedure affects the button operation tone only. The alarm, hourly time 
signal, and time up alarm are not affected.

To change the alarm/timer alert method

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down 1  A for about 
two seconds until the time zone setting screen 
appears.

1  
 �  Press 2  C 11 times to display alert setting screen.
 See “Confi guring Current Time and Date Settings” 
(page E-15).
 The screen will show either [VIB] or [FLASH].

E-43

 �  Press 2  C nine times to display the button 
operation tone setting screen.

 See “Confi guring Current Time and Date Settings” 
(page E-15).

 The screen will show either [KEY ] or [MUTE].

MUTE indicator

 �  Press 3  D to toggle the setting between 
[KEY ] (ON) and [MUTE] (OFF).
 When [MUTE] (OFF) is selected, a MUTE indicator is 
displayed to indicate that the button operation tone 
will not sound.

E-42

Other Settings
You can use the procedures in this section to turn the tone that sounds when you 
press a button on or off.
You can also select either tone and display illumination fl ashing, or vibration as the 
alert method for the alarm and timer.

To turn the button operation tone on or off

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down 1  A for about 
two seconds until the time zone setting screen 
appears.

E-41

Note
 If a countdown was stopped part way through in the Timer Mode, the current  
(stopped) countdown time will be displayed when you press A in the Timekeeping 
Mode.
 While a countdown is in progress, the display will show the countdown. You can  
switch to display of the day of the week and day by pressing A.

To stop a tone/vibration alert operation

 �  Pressing any one of the buttons will stop an ongoing tone/vibration alert 
operation.

E-40

Note
 If a previous countdown was stopped part way through in the Timer Mode,  
pressing D will resume the countdown. 
 The  D button will be disabled if a countdown that was started in the Timer Mode 
is still in progress.
 An ongoing countdown (started in either the Timer Mode or Timekeeping Mode)  
cannot be stopped or reset in the Timekeeping Mode.

To view the timer start time �

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press A.
 This will cause the timer start time (the start time you set with the procedure on 
page E-36) to appear for one second in the display in place of the day of the 
week and day.
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Auto Light Precautions

 Auto Light may not work properly if your arm is angled horizontally  
15˚ or more as shown in the illustration.
 The presence of static electricity or magnetism can cause Auto  
Light not to work. If this happens, try lowering your arm and 
raising it back up again.
 You may notice a rattling sound inside the watch when you angle  
it towards your face. This is the sound of the Auto Light switch, 
and does not indicate malfunction.
 Auto Light remains enabled only for about six hours. After that it is  
disabled automatically.

E-48

To enable or disable Auto Light

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down L for at least 
three seconds.
 This will toggle Auto Light between enabled (Auto Light 
ON indicator displayed) and disabled.

Auto Light ON indicator

E-47

Using Auto Light

When Auto Light is enabled, angling the watch towards your face at an angle of 40˚ 
or greater will illuminate the display automatically.

40˚ or greater

Note
Auto Light is disabled automatically while an alarm is sounding.
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Illumination
You can use the procedure below to illuminate the display for easy reading in the 
dark.

To illuminate the display

 �  Press L to illuminate the display.

Note
 Illumination will turn off automatically if it is on when an alarm time or the end of a 
countdown is reached.

Light Use Precautions �

Frequent use of the light can shorten battery life.
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 �  Press 3  D to toggle the setting between [VIB] and 
[FLASH].
 The Vibration indicator is shown on the display while 
[VIB] is selected.

: Alert by vibration.

: Alert by tone and fl ashing display 
illumination.

 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 4  A.

To test vibration �

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down B to perform the vibration operation.

Vibration indicator
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 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 4  A.

Note
 The above procedure affects the button operation tone only. The alarm, hourly time 
signal, and time up alarm are not affected.

To change the alarm/timer alert method

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down 1  A for about 
two seconds until the time zone setting screen 
appears.

1  
 �  Press 2  C 11 times to display alert setting screen.
 See “Confi guring Current Time and Date Settings” 
(page E-15).
 The screen will show either [VIB] or [FLASH].
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 �  Press 2  C nine times to display the button 
operation tone setting screen.

 See “Confi guring Current Time and Date Settings” 
(page E-15).

 The screen will show either [KEY ] or [MUTE].

MUTE indicator

 �  Press 3  D to toggle the setting between 
[KEY ] (ON) and [MUTE] (OFF).
 When [MUTE] (OFF) is selected, a MUTE indicator is 
displayed to indicate that the button operation tone 
will not sound.
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Other Settings
You can use the procedures in this section to turn the tone that sounds when you 
press a button on or off.
You can also select either tone and display illumination fl ashing, or vibration as the 
alert method for the alarm and timer.

To turn the button operation tone on or off

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down 1  A for about 
two seconds until the time zone setting screen 
appears.

E-41

Note
 If a countdown was stopped part way through in the Timer Mode, the current  
(stopped) countdown time will be displayed when you press A in the Timekeeping 
Mode.
 While a countdown is in progress, the display will show the countdown. You can  
switch to display of the day of the week and day by pressing A.

To stop a tone/vibration alert operation

 �  Pressing any one of the buttons will stop an ongoing tone/vibration alert 
operation.

E-40

Note
 If a previous countdown was stopped part way through in the Timer Mode,  
pressing D will resume the countdown. 
 The  D button will be disabled if a countdown that was started in the Timer Mode 
is still in progress.
 An ongoing countdown (started in either the Timer Mode or Timekeeping Mode)  
cannot be stopped or reset in the Timekeeping Mode.

To view the timer start time �

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press A.
 This will cause the timer start time (the start time you set with the procedure on 
page E-36) to appear for one second in the display in place of the day of the 
week and day.
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Auto Light Precautions

 Auto Light may not work properly if your arm is angled horizontally  
15˚ or more as shown in the illustration.
 The presence of static electricity or magnetism can cause Auto  
Light not to work. If this happens, try lowering your arm and 
raising it back up again.
 You may notice a rattling sound inside the watch when you angle  
it towards your face. This is the sound of the Auto Light switch, 
and does not indicate malfunction.
 Auto Light remains enabled only for about six hours. After that it is  
disabled automatically.

E-48

To enable or disable Auto Light

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down L for at least 
three seconds.
 This will toggle Auto Light between enabled (Auto Light 
ON indicator displayed) and disabled.

Auto Light ON indicator
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Using Auto Light

When Auto Light is enabled, angling the watch towards your face at an angle of 40˚ 
or greater will illuminate the display automatically.

40˚ or greater

Note
Auto Light is disabled automatically while an alarm is sounding.
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Illumination
You can use the procedure below to illuminate the display for easy reading in the 
dark.

To illuminate the display

 �  Press L to illuminate the display.

Note
 Illumination will turn off automatically if it is on when an alarm time or the end of a 
countdown is reached.

Light Use Precautions �

Frequent use of the light can shorten battery life.
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 �  Press 3  D to toggle the setting between [VIB] and 
[FLASH].
 The Vibration indicator is shown on the display while 
[VIB] is selected.

: Alert by vibration.

: Alert by tone and fl ashing display 
illumination.

 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 4  A.

To test vibration �

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down B to perform the vibration operation.

Vibration indicator
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 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 4  A.

Note
 The above procedure affects the button operation tone only. The alarm, hourly time 
signal, and time up alarm are not affected.

To change the alarm/timer alert method

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down 1  A for about 
two seconds until the time zone setting screen 
appears.

1  
 �  Press 2  C 11 times to display alert setting screen.
 See “Confi guring Current Time and Date Settings” 
(page E-15).
 The screen will show either [VIB] or [FLASH].
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 �  Press 2  C nine times to display the button 
operation tone setting screen.

 See “Confi guring Current Time and Date Settings” 
(page E-15).

 The screen will show either [KEY ] or [MUTE].

MUTE indicator

 �  Press 3  D to toggle the setting between 
[KEY ] (ON) and [MUTE] (OFF).
 When [MUTE] (OFF) is selected, a MUTE indicator is 
displayed to indicate that the button operation tone 
will not sound.
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Other Settings
You can use the procedures in this section to turn the tone that sounds when you 
press a button on or off.
You can also select either tone and display illumination fl ashing, or vibration as the 
alert method for the alarm and timer.

To turn the button operation tone on or off

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down 1  A for about 
two seconds until the time zone setting screen 
appears.

E-41

Note
 If a countdown was stopped part way through in the Timer Mode, the current  
(stopped) countdown time will be displayed when you press A in the Timekeeping 
Mode.
 While a countdown is in progress, the display will show the countdown. You can  
switch to display of the day of the week and day by pressing A.

To stop a tone/vibration alert operation

 �  Pressing any one of the buttons will stop an ongoing tone/vibration alert 
operation.

E-40

Note
 If a previous countdown was stopped part way through in the Timer Mode,  
pressing D will resume the countdown. 
 The  D button will be disabled if a countdown that was started in the Timer Mode 
is still in progress.
 An ongoing countdown (started in either the Timer Mode or Timekeeping Mode)  
cannot be stopped or reset in the Timekeeping Mode.

To view the timer start time �

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press A.
 This will cause the timer start time (the start time you set with the procedure on 
page E-36) to appear for one second in the display in place of the day of the 
week and day.
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Auto Light Precautions

 Auto Light may not work properly if your arm is angled horizontally  
15˚ or more as shown in the illustration.
 The presence of static electricity or magnetism can cause Auto  
Light not to work. If this happens, try lowering your arm and 
raising it back up again.
 You may notice a rattling sound inside the watch when you angle  
it towards your face. This is the sound of the Auto Light switch, 
and does not indicate malfunction.
 Auto Light remains enabled only for about six hours. After that it is  
disabled automatically.

E-48

To enable or disable Auto Light

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down L for at least 
three seconds.
 This will toggle Auto Light between enabled (Auto Light 
ON indicator displayed) and disabled.

Auto Light ON indicator
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Using Auto Light

When Auto Light is enabled, angling the watch towards your face at an angle of 40˚ 
or greater will illuminate the display automatically.

40˚ or greater

Note
Auto Light is disabled automatically while an alarm is sounding.
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Illumination
You can use the procedure below to illuminate the display for easy reading in the 
dark.

To illuminate the display

 �  Press L to illuminate the display.

Note
 Illumination will turn off automatically if it is on when an alarm time or the end of a 
countdown is reached.

Light Use Precautions �

Frequent use of the light can shorten battery life.
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 �  Press 3  D to toggle the setting between [VIB] and 
[FLASH].
 The Vibration indicator is shown on the display while 
[VIB] is selected.

: Alert by vibration.

: Alert by tone and fl ashing display 
illumination.

 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 4  A.

To test vibration �

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down B to perform the vibration operation.

Vibration indicator
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 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 4  A.

Note
 The above procedure affects the button operation tone only. The alarm, hourly time 
signal, and time up alarm are not affected.

To change the alarm/timer alert method

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down 1  A for about 
two seconds until the time zone setting screen 
appears.

1  
 �  Press 2  C 11 times to display alert setting screen.
 See “Confi guring Current Time and Date Settings” 
(page E-15).
 The screen will show either [VIB] or [FLASH].
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 �  Press 2  C nine times to display the button 
operation tone setting screen.

 See “Confi guring Current Time and Date Settings” 
(page E-15).

 The screen will show either [KEY ] or [MUTE].

MUTE indicator

 �  Press 3  D to toggle the setting between 
[KEY ] (ON) and [MUTE] (OFF).
 When [MUTE] (OFF) is selected, a MUTE indicator is 
displayed to indicate that the button operation tone 
will not sound.
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Other Settings
You can use the procedures in this section to turn the tone that sounds when you 
press a button on or off.
You can also select either tone and display illumination fl ashing, or vibration as the 
alert method for the alarm and timer.

To turn the button operation tone on or off

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down 1  A for about 
two seconds until the time zone setting screen 
appears.

E-41

Note
 If a countdown was stopped part way through in the Timer Mode, the current  
(stopped) countdown time will be displayed when you press A in the Timekeeping 
Mode.
 While a countdown is in progress, the display will show the countdown. You can  
switch to display of the day of the week and day by pressing A.

To stop a tone/vibration alert operation

 �  Pressing any one of the buttons will stop an ongoing tone/vibration alert 
operation.

E-40

Note
 If a previous countdown was stopped part way through in the Timer Mode,  
pressing D will resume the countdown. 
 The  D button will be disabled if a countdown that was started in the Timer Mode 
is still in progress.
 An ongoing countdown (started in either the Timer Mode or Timekeeping Mode)  
cannot be stopped or reset in the Timekeeping Mode.

To view the timer start time �

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press A.
 This will cause the timer start time (the start time you set with the procedure on 
page E-36) to appear for one second in the display in place of the day of the 
week and day.
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Auto Light Precautions

 Auto Light may not work properly if your arm is angled horizontally  
15˚ or more as shown in the illustration.
 The presence of static electricity or magnetism can cause Auto  
Light not to work. If this happens, try lowering your arm and 
raising it back up again.
 You may notice a rattling sound inside the watch when you angle  
it towards your face. This is the sound of the Auto Light switch, 
and does not indicate malfunction.
 Auto Light remains enabled only for about six hours. After that it is  
disabled automatically.

E-48

To enable or disable Auto Light

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down L for at least 
three seconds.
 This will toggle Auto Light between enabled (Auto Light 
ON indicator displayed) and disabled.

Auto Light ON indicator
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Using Auto Light

When Auto Light is enabled, angling the watch towards your face at an angle of 40˚ 
or greater will illuminate the display automatically.

40˚ or greater

Note
Auto Light is disabled automatically while an alarm is sounding.
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Illumination
You can use the procedure below to illuminate the display for easy reading in the 
dark.

To illuminate the display

 �  Press L to illuminate the display.

Note
 Illumination will turn off automatically if it is on when an alarm time or the end of a 
countdown is reached.

Light Use Precautions �

Frequent use of the light can shorten battery life.
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 �  Press 3  D to toggle the setting between [VIB] and 
[FLASH].
 The Vibration indicator is shown on the display while 
[VIB] is selected.

: Alert by vibration.

: Alert by tone and fl ashing display 
illumination.

 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 4  A.

To test vibration �

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down B to perform the vibration operation.

Vibration indicator
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 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 4  A.

Note
 The above procedure affects the button operation tone only. The alarm, hourly time 
signal, and time up alarm are not affected.

To change the alarm/timer alert method

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down 1  A for about 
two seconds until the time zone setting screen 
appears.

1  
 �  Press 2  C 11 times to display alert setting screen.
 See “Confi guring Current Time and Date Settings” 
(page E-15).
 The screen will show either [VIB] or [FLASH].
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 �  Press 2  C nine times to display the button 
operation tone setting screen.

 See “Confi guring Current Time and Date Settings” 
(page E-15).

 The screen will show either [KEY ] or [MUTE].

MUTE indicator

 �  Press 3  D to toggle the setting between 
[KEY ] (ON) and [MUTE] (OFF).
 When [MUTE] (OFF) is selected, a MUTE indicator is 
displayed to indicate that the button operation tone 
will not sound.
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Other Settings
You can use the procedures in this section to turn the tone that sounds when you 
press a button on or off.
You can also select either tone and display illumination fl ashing, or vibration as the 
alert method for the alarm and timer.

To turn the button operation tone on or off

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down 1  A for about 
two seconds until the time zone setting screen 
appears.

E-41

Note
 If a countdown was stopped part way through in the Timer Mode, the current  
(stopped) countdown time will be displayed when you press A in the Timekeeping 
Mode.
 While a countdown is in progress, the display will show the countdown. You can  
switch to display of the day of the week and day by pressing A.

To stop a tone/vibration alert operation

 �  Pressing any one of the buttons will stop an ongoing tone/vibration alert 
operation.

E-40

Note
 If a previous countdown was stopped part way through in the Timer Mode,  
pressing D will resume the countdown. 
 The  D button will be disabled if a countdown that was started in the Timer Mode 
is still in progress.
 An ongoing countdown (started in either the Timer Mode or Timekeeping Mode)  
cannot be stopped or reset in the Timekeeping Mode.

To view the timer start time �

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press A.
 This will cause the timer start time (the start time you set with the procedure on 
page E-36) to appear for one second in the display in place of the day of the 
week and day.
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Auto Light Precautions

 Auto Light may not work properly if your arm is angled horizontally  
15˚ or more as shown in the illustration.
 The presence of static electricity or magnetism can cause Auto  
Light not to work. If this happens, try lowering your arm and 
raising it back up again.
 You may notice a rattling sound inside the watch when you angle  
it towards your face. This is the sound of the Auto Light switch, 
and does not indicate malfunction.
 Auto Light remains enabled only for about six hours. After that it is  
disabled automatically.

E-48

To enable or disable Auto Light

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down L for at least 
three seconds.
 This will toggle Auto Light between enabled (Auto Light 
ON indicator displayed) and disabled.

Auto Light ON indicator
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Using Auto Light

When Auto Light is enabled, angling the watch towards your face at an angle of 40˚ 
or greater will illuminate the display automatically.

40˚ or greater

Note
Auto Light is disabled automatically while an alarm is sounding.
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Illumination
You can use the procedure below to illuminate the display for easy reading in the 
dark.

To illuminate the display

 �  Press L to illuminate the display.

Note
 Illumination will turn off automatically if it is on when an alarm time or the end of a 
countdown is reached.

Light Use Precautions �

Frequent use of the light can shorten battery life.
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 �  Press 3  D to toggle the setting between [VIB] and 
[FLASH].
 The Vibration indicator is shown on the display while 
[VIB] is selected.

: Alert by vibration.

: Alert by tone and fl ashing display 
illumination.

 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 4  A.

To test vibration �

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down B to perform the vibration operation.

Vibration indicator
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 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 4  A.

Note
 The above procedure affects the button operation tone only. The alarm, hourly time 
signal, and time up alarm are not affected.

To change the alarm/timer alert method

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down 1  A for about 
two seconds until the time zone setting screen 
appears.

1  
 �  Press 2  C 11 times to display alert setting screen.
 See “Confi guring Current Time and Date Settings” 
(page E-15).
 The screen will show either [VIB] or [FLASH].

E-43

 �  Press 2  C nine times to display the button 
operation tone setting screen.

 See “Confi guring Current Time and Date Settings” 
(page E-15).

 The screen will show either [KEY ] or [MUTE].

MUTE indicator

 �  Press 3  D to toggle the setting between 
[KEY ] (ON) and [MUTE] (OFF).
 When [MUTE] (OFF) is selected, a MUTE indicator is 
displayed to indicate that the button operation tone 
will not sound.
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Other Settings
You can use the procedures in this section to turn the tone that sounds when you 
press a button on or off.
You can also select either tone and display illumination fl ashing, or vibration as the 
alert method for the alarm and timer.

To turn the button operation tone on or off

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down 1  A for about 
two seconds until the time zone setting screen 
appears.

E-41

Note
 If a countdown was stopped part way through in the Timer Mode, the current  
(stopped) countdown time will be displayed when you press A in the Timekeeping 
Mode.
 While a countdown is in progress, the display will show the countdown. You can  
switch to display of the day of the week and day by pressing A.

To stop a tone/vibration alert operation

 �  Pressing any one of the buttons will stop an ongoing tone/vibration alert 
operation.

E-40

Note
 If a previous countdown was stopped part way through in the Timer Mode,  
pressing D will resume the countdown. 
 The  D button will be disabled if a countdown that was started in the Timer Mode 
is still in progress.
 An ongoing countdown (started in either the Timer Mode or Timekeeping Mode)  
cannot be stopped or reset in the Timekeeping Mode.

To view the timer start time �

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press A.
 This will cause the timer start time (the start time you set with the procedure on 
page E-36) to appear for one second in the display in place of the day of the 
week and day.
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Auto Light Precautions

 Auto Light may not work properly if your arm is angled horizontally  
15˚ or more as shown in the illustration.
 The presence of static electricity or magnetism can cause Auto  
Light not to work. If this happens, try lowering your arm and 
raising it back up again.
 You may notice a rattling sound inside the watch when you angle  
it towards your face. This is the sound of the Auto Light switch, 
and does not indicate malfunction.
 Auto Light remains enabled only for about six hours. After that it is  
disabled automatically.
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To enable or disable Auto Light

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down L for at least 
three seconds.
 This will toggle Auto Light between enabled (Auto Light 
ON indicator displayed) and disabled.

Auto Light ON indicator
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Using Auto Light

When Auto Light is enabled, angling the watch towards your face at an angle of 40˚ 
or greater will illuminate the display automatically.

40˚ or greater

Note
Auto Light is disabled automatically while an alarm is sounding.
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Illumination
You can use the procedure below to illuminate the display for easy reading in the 
dark.

To illuminate the display

 �  Press L to illuminate the display.

Note
 Illumination will turn off automatically if it is on when an alarm time or the end of a 
countdown is reached.

Light Use Precautions �

Frequent use of the light can shorten battery life.
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 �  Press 3  D to toggle the setting between [VIB] and 
[FLASH].
 The Vibration indicator is shown on the display while 
[VIB] is selected.

: Alert by vibration.

: Alert by tone and fl ashing display 
illumination.

 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 4  A.

To test vibration �

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down B to perform the vibration operation.

Vibration indicator
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 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 4  A.

Note
 The above procedure affects the button operation tone only. The alarm, hourly time 
signal, and time up alarm are not affected.

To change the alarm/timer alert method

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down 1  A for about 
two seconds until the time zone setting screen 
appears.

1  
 �  Press 2  C 11 times to display alert setting screen.
 See “Confi guring Current Time and Date Settings” 
(page E-15).
 The screen will show either [VIB] or [FLASH].
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 �  Press 2  C nine times to display the button 
operation tone setting screen.

 See “Confi guring Current Time and Date Settings” 
(page E-15).

 The screen will show either [KEY ] or [MUTE].

MUTE indicator

 �  Press 3  D to toggle the setting between 
[KEY ] (ON) and [MUTE] (OFF).
 When [MUTE] (OFF) is selected, a MUTE indicator is 
displayed to indicate that the button operation tone 
will not sound.
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Other Settings
You can use the procedures in this section to turn the tone that sounds when you 
press a button on or off.
You can also select either tone and display illumination fl ashing, or vibration as the 
alert method for the alarm and timer.

To turn the button operation tone on or off

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down 1  A for about 
two seconds until the time zone setting screen 
appears.

E-41

Note
 If a countdown was stopped part way through in the Timer Mode, the current  
(stopped) countdown time will be displayed when you press A in the Timekeeping 
Mode.
 While a countdown is in progress, the display will show the countdown. You can  
switch to display of the day of the week and day by pressing A.

To stop a tone/vibration alert operation

 �  Pressing any one of the buttons will stop an ongoing tone/vibration alert 
operation.
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Note
 If a previous countdown was stopped part way through in the Timer Mode,  
pressing D will resume the countdown. 
 The  D button will be disabled if a countdown that was started in the Timer Mode 
is still in progress.
 An ongoing countdown (started in either the Timer Mode or Timekeeping Mode)  
cannot be stopped or reset in the Timekeeping Mode.

To view the timer start time �

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press A.
 This will cause the timer start time (the start time you set with the procedure on 
page E-36) to appear for one second in the display in place of the day of the 
week and day.
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Auto Light Precautions

 Auto Light may not work properly if your arm is angled horizontally  
15˚ or more as shown in the illustration.
 The presence of static electricity or magnetism can cause Auto  
Light not to work. If this happens, try lowering your arm and 
raising it back up again.
 You may notice a rattling sound inside the watch when you angle  
it towards your face. This is the sound of the Auto Light switch, 
and does not indicate malfunction.
 Auto Light remains enabled only for about six hours. After that it is  
disabled automatically.
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To enable or disable Auto Light

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down L for at least 
three seconds.
 This will toggle Auto Light between enabled (Auto Light 
ON indicator displayed) and disabled.

Auto Light ON indicator
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Using Auto Light

When Auto Light is enabled, angling the watch towards your face at an angle of 40˚ 
or greater will illuminate the display automatically.

40˚ or greater

Note
Auto Light is disabled automatically while an alarm is sounding.
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Illumination
You can use the procedure below to illuminate the display for easy reading in the 
dark.

To illuminate the display

 �  Press L to illuminate the display.

Note
 Illumination will turn off automatically if it is on when an alarm time or the end of a 
countdown is reached.

Light Use Precautions �

Frequent use of the light can shorten battery life.
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 �  Press 3  D to toggle the setting between [VIB] and 
[FLASH].
 The Vibration indicator is shown on the display while 
[VIB] is selected.

: Alert by vibration.

: Alert by tone and fl ashing display 
illumination.

 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 4  A.

To test vibration �

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down B to perform the vibration operation.

Vibration indicator

E-44

 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 4  A.

Note
 The above procedure affects the button operation tone only. The alarm, hourly time 
signal, and time up alarm are not affected.

To change the alarm/timer alert method

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down 1  A for about 
two seconds until the time zone setting screen 
appears.

1  
 �  Press 2  C 11 times to display alert setting screen.
 See “Confi guring Current Time and Date Settings” 
(page E-15).
 The screen will show either [VIB] or [FLASH].

E-43

 �  Press 2  C nine times to display the button 
operation tone setting screen.

 See “Confi guring Current Time and Date Settings” 
(page E-15).

 The screen will show either [KEY ] or [MUTE].

MUTE indicator

 �  Press 3  D to toggle the setting between 
[KEY ] (ON) and [MUTE] (OFF).
 When [MUTE] (OFF) is selected, a MUTE indicator is 
displayed to indicate that the button operation tone 
will not sound.

E-42

Other Settings
You can use the procedures in this section to turn the tone that sounds when you 
press a button on or off.
You can also select either tone and display illumination fl ashing, or vibration as the 
alert method for the alarm and timer.

To turn the button operation tone on or off

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down 1  A for about 
two seconds until the time zone setting screen 
appears.

E-41

Note
 If a countdown was stopped part way through in the Timer Mode, the current  
(stopped) countdown time will be displayed when you press A in the Timekeeping 
Mode.
 While a countdown is in progress, the display will show the countdown. You can  
switch to display of the day of the week and day by pressing A.

To stop a tone/vibration alert operation

 �  Pressing any one of the buttons will stop an ongoing tone/vibration alert 
operation.

E-40

Note
 If a previous countdown was stopped part way through in the Timer Mode,  
pressing D will resume the countdown. 
 The  D button will be disabled if a countdown that was started in the Timer Mode 
is still in progress.
 An ongoing countdown (started in either the Timer Mode or Timekeeping Mode)  
cannot be stopped or reset in the Timekeeping Mode.

To view the timer start time �

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, press A.
 This will cause the timer start time (the start time you set with the procedure on 
page E-36) to appear for one second in the display in place of the day of the 
week and day.



Bruksanvisning 3403
Att ange belysningstid

  1. I Tidvisningsfunktionen, tryck och håll inne A i ca två 
  sekunder tills inställningsdisplayen för tidszoner visas.

  2. Tryck C 10 gånger för att visa inställningsdisplayen för 
  belysningstiden.
  Se ”Inställning av aktuell tid och datum” (sida E-15).

  Displayen visar antingen [LT1], [LT3] eller [LT5].

Indikering av låg batterinivå

En indikator för låg batterinivå visas på displayen när batterispänningen sjunker under en viss 
nivå. Vissa funktioners tillgänglighet begränsas när indikatorn för låg batterinivå visas. Om 
indikatorn för låg batterinivå blir kvar på displayen ska batteriet bytas ut så snart som möjligt.

Observera!
Se produktspecifikationerna för riktlinjer angående batteriets livslängd och information om 
batterityper som stöds.

Se ”Specifikationer” (sida E-54).

E-52

Specifikationer
Exakthet vid normal  ±15 sekunder i månaden 
temperatur:  (inklusive exakthet för Stoppur och Nedräkningstimer)
   
Grundfunktioner:  Timmar, minuter och sekunder; am/pm (P) 12/24-
  timmarsvisning; månad, datum och veckodag; helautomatisk
  kalender (2000 till 2099); sommartidsinställning

Världstid:   Aktuell tid i 100 städer (35 tidszoner) + visning av UTC-tid
  (Universal Coordinated Time); sommartidsinställning

Alarm och  : Alarm
Timsignal  Dagliga alarm eller engångsalarm: 4
  Snoozealarm: 1
  Inställningsenheter: timmar, minuter
  Ljudsignal och blinkande displaybelysning eller 
  vibrationssignal: 10 sekunder
  Timsignal
  Piper eller vibrerar varje hel timme
E-54

Ungefärlig   5 år
batterilivslängd:  Användningsförhållanden
  ■ Belysning: en gång per dag (1,5 sekunder)
  ■ Alarm: en gång per dag (vibrerar i 10 sekunder)
  Den ungefärliga batterilivslängden kan förkortas vid mer frekvent  
  användning.
E-56
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City Name Time 
Zone

Karachi +5
Delhi +5.5
Kathmandu +5.75
Novosibirsk*

+6
Dhaka
Yangon +6.5
Bangkok

+7Hanoi
Jakarta
Kuala Lumpur

+8
Singapore
Hong Kong
Perth

City Name Time 
Zone

Beijing

+8
Manila
Shanghai
Taipei
Seoul

+9
Tokyo
Adelaide +9.5
Vladivostok*

+10Guam
Sydney
Noumea +11
Wellington

+12
Suva

City Name Time 
Zone

Chatham Islands +12.75
Nukualofa +13
Kiritimati +14
Pago Pago –11
Honolulu –10
Anchorage –9
Vancouver

–8
San Francisco
Seattle
Los Angeles
Tijuana
Edmonton

–7
Phoenix

L-2

City Name List

City Name Time 
Zone

（UTC）

0
Reykjavik
Lisbon
Casablanca
London
Madrid

+1

Paris
Algiers
Brussels
Amsterdam
Zurich

City Name Time 
Zone

Frankfurt

+1

Oslo
Rome
Copenhagen
Berlin
Stockholm
Budapest
Warsaw
Cape Town

+2Sofi a
Athens

City Name Time 
Zone

Helsinki

+2
Istanbul
Kyiv
Cairo
Jerusalem
Moscow*

+3Addis Ababa
Jeddah
Tehran +3.5
Dubai +4
Kabul +4.5

L-1

City Name List

E-56

Approximate 
Battery Life

: 5 years
Usage Conditions

 Light: Once (1.5 seconds)/day 
Alarm: Once (vibration for 10 seconds)/day 

Approximate battery life can be shortened by more frequent 
operation.

E-55

Stopwatch : Measuring unit: 1/100 second
Measuring capacity:  999:59'59.99" (1000 hours)
Measurement functions:  Elapsed time, cumulative time, split 

times

Countdown Timer : Countdown unit: 1/10 second
Countdown range: 24 hours
Setting unit: 1 second
Time up alert:  10-second tone and display illumination fl ashing, 

or vibration

Other : Low battery alert; Auto return to Timekeeping Mode; Alert by 
tone and illumination, or by vibration; High-brightness LED 
light; Selectable illumination duration; Operation tone on/off

Battery : One lithium battery (Type: CR2032)

E-54

Specifi cations

Accuracy at normal 
temperature

: ±15 seconds a month
(including Stopwatch and Countdown Timer accuracy)

Basic Functions : Hour, minutes, seconds; a.m./p.m. (P); 12/24-hour 
timekeeping format; Month, day, day of the week; Full auto 
calendar (2000 to 2099); Summer time setting

World Time : Current time in 100 cities (35 time zones) + UTC (Universal 
Coordinated Time) time display; Summer time setting

Alarms and Hourly 
Time Signal

: Alarms
Daily or one-time alarms: 4
Snooze Alarm: 1
Setting units: Hour, minute
Tone and display illumination fl ash, or vibration alert: 10 seconds

Hourly time signal
Beeps or vibrates every hour on the hour

E-53

The following describes how display of the low battery indicator affects watch 
operation.

 The watch enters the Timekeeping Mode. 
 Display illumination becomes disabled. 
 Alert sound and vibration become disabled. 

Note
Repeated use of the display illumination, tone/vibration alert, or other functions over 
a short period can result in a momentary drop in battery voltage. This can cause 
temporary display of the low battery indicator and limited availability of some watch 
functions.

Low Battery indicator

E-52

Low Battery Indication
A low battery indicator appears on the display when battery voltage drops below 
a certain level. Availability of some functions becomes limited while the low battery 
indicator is displayed. If the low battery indicator remains on the display, have the 
battery replaced as soon as possible.

Note
For information about battery life guidelines and supported battery types, see the 
product specifi cations.

See “Specifi cations” (page E-54).

E-51

 �  Press 3  D to cycle the illumination duration setting between [LT1] 
(1.5 seconds), [LT3] (3 seconds), and [LT5] (5 seconds).

 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 4  A.

E-50

To specify the illumination duration

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down 1  A for about 
two seconds until the time zone setting screen 
appears.

 �  Press 2  C 10 times to display the illumination 
duration setting screen.

 See “Confi guring Current Time and Date Settings” 
(page E-15).

 The screen will show either [LT1], [LT3], or [LT5].

3. Tryck D för att växla inställningen för belysningstiden mellan [LT1] (1,5 sekunder), 
[LT3] (3 sekunder) och [LT5] (5 sekunder).

4. Tryck A för att återgå till Tidvisningsfunktionen.

E-51

Nedan beskrivs hur visningen av indikatorn för låg batterinivå påverkar klockans funktion.
  
Indikator för låg 
batterinivå  ■ Klockan övergår till Tidvisningsfunktionen.
  ■ Displaybelysningen avaktiveras.
  ■ Ljud-/ och vibrationssignaler avaktiveras.

Observera!
Upprepad användning av displaybelysningen, ljud-/vibrationssignalerna eller andra funktioner 
under en kort tidsperiod kan leda till att batterispänningen sjunker tillfälligt. Indikatorn för låg 
batterinivå kan då visas tillfälligt och tillgängligheten för vissa av klockans funktioner begränsas.

E-53

Stoppur:   Mätenhet: 1/100-dels sekund
  Mätkapacitet: 999:59’59,99” (1 000 timmar)
  Mätfunktioner: Förfluten tid, ackumulerad tid, mellantider

Nedräkningstimer:  Nedräkningsenhet:  1/10-dels sekund
  Nedräkningsintervall:  24 timmar
  Inställningsenhet:  1 sekund
  Slutsignal:   10-sekunders ljudsignal och blinkande   
    displaybelysning eller vibrationssignal

Övrigt:   Indikering av låg batterinivå, Automatisk återgång till 
  Tidvisningsfunktion, Ljud- och ljussignal eller vibrationssignal;   
  LED-belysning med hög ljusstyrka; Valbar belysningstid; Knappljud   
  på/av

Batteri:   Ett litiumbatteri (typ: CR2032)

E-55

Lista över stadsnamn

E-57

Observera!
■Listan ovan visar klockans stadsnamn.
■ Om du vill använda klockan i en stad som inte finns med i listan över stadsnamn väljer du en 
stad som befinner sig i samma tidszon som din stad.
■ Tidszonerna i listan ovan följer UTC (Coordinated Universal Time).

* I juni 2012 ändrades tidsskillnaderna för städerna som listas nedan med +1 timme.
Observera att din klocka inte återspeglar denna förändring, utan använder tidsskillnaderna som 
gällde innan för dessa städer.
När du använder denna klocka i städerna nedan ska du alltid låta sommartidsinställningen vara 
aktiverad för att flytta fram tiden en timme.
Moskva
Novosibirsk
Vladivostok
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City Name Time 
Zone

Karachi +5
Delhi +5.5
Kathmandu +5.75
Novosibirsk*

+6
Dhaka
Yangon +6.5
Bangkok

+7Hanoi
Jakarta
Kuala Lumpur

+8
Singapore
Hong Kong
Perth

City Name Time 
Zone

Beijing

+8
Manila
Shanghai
Taipei
Seoul

+9
Tokyo
Adelaide +9.5
Vladivostok*

+10Guam
Sydney
Noumea +11
Wellington

+12
Suva

City Name Time 
Zone

Chatham Islands +12.75
Nukualofa +13
Kiritimati +14
Pago Pago –11
Honolulu –10
Anchorage –9
Vancouver

–8
San Francisco
Seattle
Los Angeles
Tijuana
Edmonton

–7
Phoenix

L-2

City Name List

City Name Time 
Zone

（UTC）

0
Reykjavik
Lisbon
Casablanca
London
Madrid

+1

Paris
Algiers
Brussels
Amsterdam
Zurich

City Name Time 
Zone

Frankfurt

+1

Oslo
Rome
Copenhagen
Berlin
Stockholm
Budapest
Warsaw
Cape Town

+2Sofi a
Athens

City Name Time 
Zone

Helsinki

+2
Istanbul
Kyiv
Cairo
Jerusalem
Moscow*

+3Addis Ababa
Jeddah
Tehran +3.5
Dubai +4
Kabul +4.5
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City Name List

E-56

Approximate 
Battery Life

: 5 years
Usage Conditions

 Light: Once (1.5 seconds)/day 
Alarm: Once (vibration for 10 seconds)/day 

Approximate battery life can be shortened by more frequent 
operation.

E-55

Stopwatch : Measuring unit: 1/100 second
Measuring capacity:  999:59'59.99" (1000 hours)
Measurement functions:  Elapsed time, cumulative time, split 

times

Countdown Timer : Countdown unit: 1/10 second
Countdown range: 24 hours
Setting unit: 1 second
Time up alert:  10-second tone and display illumination fl ashing, 

or vibration

Other : Low battery alert; Auto return to Timekeeping Mode; Alert by 
tone and illumination, or by vibration; High-brightness LED 
light; Selectable illumination duration; Operation tone on/off

Battery : One lithium battery (Type: CR2032)

E-54

Specifi cations

Accuracy at normal 
temperature

: ±15 seconds a month
(including Stopwatch and Countdown Timer accuracy)

Basic Functions : Hour, minutes, seconds; a.m./p.m. (P); 12/24-hour 
timekeeping format; Month, day, day of the week; Full auto 
calendar (2000 to 2099); Summer time setting

World Time : Current time in 100 cities (35 time zones) + UTC (Universal 
Coordinated Time) time display; Summer time setting

Alarms and Hourly 
Time Signal

: Alarms
Daily or one-time alarms: 4
Snooze Alarm: 1
Setting units: Hour, minute
Tone and display illumination fl ash, or vibration alert: 10 seconds

Hourly time signal
Beeps or vibrates every hour on the hour

E-53

The following describes how display of the low battery indicator affects watch 
operation.

 The watch enters the Timekeeping Mode. 
 Display illumination becomes disabled. 
 Alert sound and vibration become disabled. 

Note
Repeated use of the display illumination, tone/vibration alert, or other functions over 
a short period can result in a momentary drop in battery voltage. This can cause 
temporary display of the low battery indicator and limited availability of some watch 
functions.

Low Battery indicator

E-52

Low Battery Indication
A low battery indicator appears on the display when battery voltage drops below 
a certain level. Availability of some functions becomes limited while the low battery 
indicator is displayed. If the low battery indicator remains on the display, have the 
battery replaced as soon as possible.

Note
For information about battery life guidelines and supported battery types, see the 
product specifi cations.

See “Specifi cations” (page E-54).

E-51

 �  Press 3  D to cycle the illumination duration setting between [LT1] 
(1.5 seconds), [LT3] (3 seconds), and [LT5] (5 seconds).

 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 4  A.

E-50

To specify the illumination duration

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down 1  A for about 
two seconds until the time zone setting screen 
appears.

 �  Press 2  C 10 times to display the illumination 
duration setting screen.

 See “Confi guring Current Time and Date Settings” 
(page E-15).

 The screen will show either [LT1], [LT3], or [LT5].
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Note
 The above list shows the city names of this watch. 
 If you will use the watch in a city that is not included in the City Name List, select a  
city name that is in the same time zone as your city.
 Time zones in the above list are in accordance with Coordinated Universal Time  
(UTC).

*  In June 2012, the time offsets of the cities listed below were changed by +1 hour. 
Note that this watch does not refl ect this change and it uses the former offsets of 
these cities.
When using this watch in the cities below, always leave the summer time setting 
ON in order to advance the time by one hour.
Moscow
Novosibirsk
Vladivostok

L-4

City Name Time 
Zone

Chihuahua
–7

Denver
Mexico City

–6

Winnipeg
Dallas
Houston
Guatemala City
Chicago
Atlanta

–5
Havana
Toronto
Lima
Washington DC

City Name Time 
Zone

Kingston

–5
Philadelphia
Bogota
New York
Boston
Caracas –4.5
Santiago

–4
La Paz
San Juan
Halifax
St.John’s –3.5
Buenos Aires

–3
Montevideo

City Name Time 
Zone

Rio de Janeiro –3
Fernando de 
Noronha –2

Praia –1
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L-5

Note
 The above list shows the city names of this watch. 
 If you will use the watch in a city that is not included in the City Name List, select a  
city name that is in the same time zone as your city.
 Time zones in the above list are in accordance with Coordinated Universal Time  
(UTC).

*  In June 2012, the time offsets of the cities listed below were changed by +1 hour. 
Note that this watch does not refl ect this change and it uses the former offsets of 
these cities.
When using this watch in the cities below, always leave the summer time setting 
ON in order to advance the time by one hour.
Moscow
Novosibirsk
Vladivostok

L-4

City Name Time 
Zone

Chihuahua
–7

Denver
Mexico City

–6

Winnipeg
Dallas
Houston
Guatemala City
Chicago
Atlanta

–5
Havana
Toronto
Lima
Washington DC

City Name Time 
Zone

Kingston

–5
Philadelphia
Bogota
New York
Boston
Caracas –4.5
Santiago

–4
La Paz
San Juan
Halifax
St.John’s –3.5
Buenos Aires

–3
Montevideo

City Name Time 
Zone

Rio de Janeiro –3
Fernando de 
Noronha –2

Praia –1
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City Name Time 
Zone

Karachi +5
Delhi +5.5
Kathmandu +5.75
Novosibirsk*

+6
Dhaka
Yangon +6.5
Bangkok

+7Hanoi
Jakarta
Kuala Lumpur

+8
Singapore
Hong Kong
Perth

City Name Time 
Zone

Beijing

+8
Manila
Shanghai
Taipei
Seoul

+9
Tokyo
Adelaide +9.5
Vladivostok*

+10Guam
Sydney
Noumea +11
Wellington

+12
Suva

City Name Time 
Zone

Chatham Islands +12.75
Nukualofa +13
Kiritimati +14
Pago Pago –11
Honolulu –10
Anchorage –9
Vancouver

–8
San Francisco
Seattle
Los Angeles
Tijuana
Edmonton

–7
Phoenix
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City Name List

City Name Time 
Zone

（UTC）

0
Reykjavik
Lisbon
Casablanca
London
Madrid

+1

Paris
Algiers
Brussels
Amsterdam
Zurich

City Name Time 
Zone

Frankfurt

+1

Oslo
Rome
Copenhagen
Berlin
Stockholm
Budapest
Warsaw
Cape Town

+2Sofi a
Athens

City Name Time 
Zone

Helsinki

+2
Istanbul
Kyiv
Cairo
Jerusalem
Moscow*

+3Addis Ababa
Jeddah
Tehran +3.5
Dubai +4
Kabul +4.5
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City Name List

E-56

Approximate 
Battery Life

: 5 years
Usage Conditions

 Light: Once (1.5 seconds)/day 
Alarm: Once (vibration for 10 seconds)/day 

Approximate battery life can be shortened by more frequent 
operation.

E-55

Stopwatch : Measuring unit: 1/100 second
Measuring capacity:  999:59'59.99" (1000 hours)
Measurement functions:  Elapsed time, cumulative time, split 

times

Countdown Timer : Countdown unit: 1/10 second
Countdown range: 24 hours
Setting unit: 1 second
Time up alert:  10-second tone and display illumination fl ashing, 

or vibration

Other : Low battery alert; Auto return to Timekeeping Mode; Alert by 
tone and illumination, or by vibration; High-brightness LED 
light; Selectable illumination duration; Operation tone on/off

Battery : One lithium battery (Type: CR2032)

E-54

Specifi cations

Accuracy at normal 
temperature

: ±15 seconds a month
(including Stopwatch and Countdown Timer accuracy)

Basic Functions : Hour, minutes, seconds; a.m./p.m. (P); 12/24-hour 
timekeeping format; Month, day, day of the week; Full auto 
calendar (2000 to 2099); Summer time setting

World Time : Current time in 100 cities (35 time zones) + UTC (Universal 
Coordinated Time) time display; Summer time setting

Alarms and Hourly 
Time Signal

: Alarms
Daily or one-time alarms: 4
Snooze Alarm: 1
Setting units: Hour, minute
Tone and display illumination fl ash, or vibration alert: 10 seconds

Hourly time signal
Beeps or vibrates every hour on the hour

E-53

The following describes how display of the low battery indicator affects watch 
operation.

 The watch enters the Timekeeping Mode. 
 Display illumination becomes disabled. 
 Alert sound and vibration become disabled. 

Note
Repeated use of the display illumination, tone/vibration alert, or other functions over 
a short period can result in a momentary drop in battery voltage. This can cause 
temporary display of the low battery indicator and limited availability of some watch 
functions.

Low Battery indicator

E-52

Low Battery Indication
A low battery indicator appears on the display when battery voltage drops below 
a certain level. Availability of some functions becomes limited while the low battery 
indicator is displayed. If the low battery indicator remains on the display, have the 
battery replaced as soon as possible.

Note
For information about battery life guidelines and supported battery types, see the 
product specifi cations.

See “Specifi cations” (page E-54).

E-51

 �  Press 3  D to cycle the illumination duration setting between [LT1] 
(1.5 seconds), [LT3] (3 seconds), and [LT5] (5 seconds).

 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 4  A.

E-50

To specify the illumination duration

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down 1  A for about 
two seconds until the time zone setting screen 
appears.

 �  Press 2  C 10 times to display the illumination 
duration setting screen.

 See “Confi guring Current Time and Date Settings” 
(page E-15).

 The screen will show either [LT1], [LT3], or [LT5].
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City Name Time 
Zone

Karachi +5
Delhi +5.5
Kathmandu +5.75
Novosibirsk*

+6
Dhaka
Yangon +6.5
Bangkok

+7Hanoi
Jakarta
Kuala Lumpur

+8
Singapore
Hong Kong
Perth

City Name Time 
Zone

Beijing

+8
Manila
Shanghai
Taipei
Seoul

+9
Tokyo
Adelaide +9.5
Vladivostok*

+10Guam
Sydney
Noumea +11
Wellington

+12
Suva

City Name Time 
Zone

Chatham Islands +12.75
Nukualofa +13
Kiritimati +14
Pago Pago –11
Honolulu –10
Anchorage –9
Vancouver

–8
San Francisco
Seattle
Los Angeles
Tijuana
Edmonton

–7
Phoenix

L-2

City Name List

City Name Time 
Zone

（UTC）

0
Reykjavik
Lisbon
Casablanca
London
Madrid

+1

Paris
Algiers
Brussels
Amsterdam
Zurich

City Name Time 
Zone

Frankfurt

+1

Oslo
Rome
Copenhagen
Berlin
Stockholm
Budapest
Warsaw
Cape Town

+2Sofi a
Athens

City Name Time 
Zone

Helsinki

+2
Istanbul
Kyiv
Cairo
Jerusalem
Moscow*

+3Addis Ababa
Jeddah
Tehran +3.5
Dubai +4
Kabul +4.5
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City Name List

E-56

Approximate 
Battery Life

: 5 years
Usage Conditions

 Light: Once (1.5 seconds)/day 
Alarm: Once (vibration for 10 seconds)/day 

Approximate battery life can be shortened by more frequent 
operation.

E-55

Stopwatch : Measuring unit: 1/100 second
Measuring capacity:  999:59'59.99" (1000 hours)
Measurement functions:  Elapsed time, cumulative time, split 

times

Countdown Timer : Countdown unit: 1/10 second
Countdown range: 24 hours
Setting unit: 1 second
Time up alert:  10-second tone and display illumination fl ashing, 

or vibration

Other : Low battery alert; Auto return to Timekeeping Mode; Alert by 
tone and illumination, or by vibration; High-brightness LED 
light; Selectable illumination duration; Operation tone on/off

Battery : One lithium battery (Type: CR2032)

E-54

Specifi cations

Accuracy at normal 
temperature

: ±15 seconds a month
(including Stopwatch and Countdown Timer accuracy)

Basic Functions : Hour, minutes, seconds; a.m./p.m. (P); 12/24-hour 
timekeeping format; Month, day, day of the week; Full auto 
calendar (2000 to 2099); Summer time setting

World Time : Current time in 100 cities (35 time zones) + UTC (Universal 
Coordinated Time) time display; Summer time setting

Alarms and Hourly 
Time Signal

: Alarms
Daily or one-time alarms: 4
Snooze Alarm: 1
Setting units: Hour, minute
Tone and display illumination fl ash, or vibration alert: 10 seconds

Hourly time signal
Beeps or vibrates every hour on the hour

E-53

The following describes how display of the low battery indicator affects watch 
operation.

 The watch enters the Timekeeping Mode. 
 Display illumination becomes disabled. 
 Alert sound and vibration become disabled. 

Note
Repeated use of the display illumination, tone/vibration alert, or other functions over 
a short period can result in a momentary drop in battery voltage. This can cause 
temporary display of the low battery indicator and limited availability of some watch 
functions.

Low Battery indicator

E-52

Low Battery Indication
A low battery indicator appears on the display when battery voltage drops below 
a certain level. Availability of some functions becomes limited while the low battery 
indicator is displayed. If the low battery indicator remains on the display, have the 
battery replaced as soon as possible.

Note
For information about battery life guidelines and supported battery types, see the 
product specifi cations.

See “Specifi cations” (page E-54).

E-51

 �  Press 3  D to cycle the illumination duration setting between [LT1] 
(1.5 seconds), [LT3] (3 seconds), and [LT5] (5 seconds).

 �  To return to the Timekeeping Mode, press 4  A.

E-50

To specify the illumination duration

 �  In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down 1  A for about 
two seconds until the time zone setting screen 
appears.

 �  Press 2  C 10 times to display the illumination 
duration setting screen.

 See “Confi guring Current Time and Date Settings” 
(page E-15).

 The screen will show either [LT1], [LT3], or [LT5].
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